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Operating Plan - Executive Summary
The Beaufort Delta Divisional Education Council’s Operating Plan for the 2019-2020 school
year was prepared in compliance with the Financial Administration Act (FAA) that requires
Northwest Territories (NWT) Education Bodies to plan for their operations, compliance to
educational directives, and implementation of activities and initiatives in line with the
Government of the NWT (GNWT) Mandate and the Minister of Education’s direction.
The Operating Plan outline consists of several sections corresponding to various
accountability areas, all of which have been completed in accordance with the Beaufort
Delta Divisional Education Council’s priorities for the upcoming school year.
The following table summarizes the planned goals and targets for the upcoming school
year:
BDDEC GOALS FOR STUDENT SUCCESS
2019-20

To improve student success in Literacy (Reading & Writing)

TARGETS & OBJECTIVES
2019-20

5% increase in students gaining at least one stanine increase
in reading on CAT 4.
90% of students achieving Satisfactory level on the District
Wide Write in May 2020 at working grade level.
10% increase of total students writing at grade level by May
2020.
10% increase of total students reading at grade level by May
2020.
20% increase of students indicating at least a year’s growth
using Fountas & Pinnell.
5% decrease in students’ achievement gap on Grade 6 ELA
AAT’s.
5% decrease in students’ achievement gap on Grade 9 ELA
AAT’s.
50% of parents have discussed with the ELA teacher their
child’s strengths and stretches in reading.
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To improve student success in Numeracy

5% increase in students gaining at least one stanine increase
in Math CAT 4.
10% increase in students meeting expectations on the CMA’s.
5% decrease in students’ achievement gap on Grade 6 Math
AAT’s.
5% decrease in students’ achievement gap on Grade 9 Math
AAT’s
50% of parents have discussed with the Math teacher their
child’s strengths and stretches in Math.

To improve student success in Indigenous Language(s) &
Culture

80% of students speaking 7 of the traditional greetings of
their home community.
25% of students speaking at the Emergent level
80% of students participating in at least 4 cultural activities.
50% of parents discussing their child’s language levels.

To increase understanding and practice of Social
Responsibility of students.

10 % increase of total students attending 90% or above
5% improvement in overall district attendance
50 % of parents attending 3 way conferences, Parent/Teacher
interview(s) and workshops.
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Plan de fonctionnement – Sommaire
Le plan de fonctionnement du Conseil scolaire de division de Beaufort-Delta (CSDBD) pour
l’année scolaire 2019-2020 a été préparé conformément à la Loi sur la gestion des finances
publiques. Cette loi stipule que les organismes ténois du milieu de l’éducation doivent
planifier leurs activités, se conformer aux directives sur l’éducation et mettre en œuvre des
activités et des initiatives qui s’inscrivent dans le mandat du gouvernement des Territoires
du Nord-Ouest (GTNO) et dans les orientations du ministre de l’Éducation.
Le plan de fonctionnement est structuré en plusieurs sections correspondant à différents
domaines de responsabilisation, tous appliqués dans le respect des priorités du Conseil
scolaire de division de Beaufort-Delta pour la prochaine année scolaire.
Le tableau suivant résume les buts et objectifs envisagés pour l’année scolaire à venir :
BUTS DU CSDBD
POUR LA RÉUSSITE DES ÉLÈVES
2019-2020

Favoriser la réussite des élèves en littératie (lecture et
écriture)

CIBLES ET OBJECTIFS
2019-2020

5 % des élèves s’améliorent d’au moins une unité Stanine en
lecture au test de rendement canadien CAT-4 (Canadian
Achievement Test)
90 % des élèves obtiennent une note satisfaisante à l’examen
d’écriture du district (District Wide Write) en mai 2020 pour
leur niveau scolaire réel
Augmentation de 10 % du nombre total d’élèves qui
obtiennent des résultats en écriture correspondant à leur
niveau scolaire d’ici mai 2020
Augmentation de 10 % du nombre total d’élèves qui
obtiennent des résultats en lecture correspondant à leur
niveau scolaire d’ici mai 2020
Augmentation de 20 % du nombre d’élèves ayant progressé
d’au moins un niveau scolaire selon la grille d’évaluation de
Fountas et Pinnell
Diminution de 5 % de l’écart de réussite entre les élèves aux
tests de rendement de l’Alberta en anglais pour la 6e année.
Diminution de 5 % de l’écart de réussite aux tests de
rendement de l’Alberta en anglais pour la 9e année
50 % des parents ont discuté avec le professeur d’anglais des
forces et des possibilités d’amélioration de leur enfant en
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lecture

Favoriser la réussite des élèves en numératie

5 % des élèves s’améliorent d’au moins une unité Stanine en
mathématiques au test de rendement canadien CAT-4
(Canadian Achievement Test)
Augmentation de 10 % du nombre d’élèves répondant aux
exigences du test CMA.
Diminution de 5 % de l’écart de réussite entre les élèves aux
tests de rendement de l’Alberta en mathématiques pour la
6e année.
Diminution de 5 % de l’écart de réussite aux tests de
rendement de l’Alberta en mathématiques pour la 9e année
50 % des parents ont discuté avec le professeur de
mathématiques des forces et des possibilités d’amélioration
de leur enfant dans cette matière

Favoriser la réussite des élèves en langue et culture
autochtone

80 % des élèves connaissent 7 des salutations traditionnelles
de leur collectivité d’origine
25 % des élèves parlent la langue à un niveau débutant
80 % des élèves participent à au moins 4 activités culturelles
50 % des parents ont discuté du niveau de compétences
linguistiques de leur enfant

Accroître la compréhension et la pratique de responsabilité
sociale des élèves.

Augmentation de 10 % du nombre total d’élèves dont
l’assiduité est de 90 % ou plus
Amélioration de 5 % de l’assiduité générale dans le district
50 % des parents assistent aux rencontres à trois entre les
parents, l’enseignant et l’élève, aux entrevues parents et
enseignant et aux ateliers
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Annual Report - Executive Summary
The Beaufort Delta Divisional Education Council’s Annual Report for the 2019-2020 school
year was prepared in compliance with the Financial Administration Act that requires
Northwest Territories (NWT) Education Bodies to report on their operations, compliance
to educational directives, and implementation of activities and initiatives in line with the
Government of the NWT (GNWT) Mandate and the Minister of Education’s direction.
The following table summarizes the successes and areas for improvement for the school
year:

Highlights of the BDDEC Operating / Strategic Plan include:

Growth data was measured with CAT 4 achievement tests for the first time by BDDEC based on
stanine growth. In 2019-20, students showing a year’s growth by gaining one or more stanines
increased 7% in Numeracy and 4.8% in Literacy.
The percentage of students who attended 90% or more increased in 2019-20 by 3.1%.

Indigenizing education continued to be a focus for the Beaufort Delta Divisional Education
Council (BDDEC) in 2019-20. Cultural calendars were implemented in three communities with
plans to increase it to all schools for 2020-21. Elders met with school staff to create cultural
calendars. Teachers connected lesson plans and unit plans to seasonal traditions and key cultural
events of individual communities. The BDDEC Moodle expanded its resources to include
templates to support Indigenizing lessons.
In Inclusive Schooling an effort to ensure students received universal design in day to day
programming resulted in an overall reduction of students on support plans by 30.5% in 2019-20
compared to 2018-19.
Improvements in Literacy included expansion of Instructional Coach positions and LLI’s.
Instructional Coaches were hired in 2019-20 focusing on Tier I instruction. Literacy Coordinator
organized and delivered training to all coaches. Highlights included training from Fountas &
Pinnell and joint in-service with Program Support Teachers. Levelled Literacy Interventionists
(LLI’s) were also hired to support small group reading interventions for students.
On March 11th 2020 the World Health Organization (WHO) assessed COVID-19 as a pandemic.
Subsequently the Government of the Northwest Territories initiated a work from home plan for
most government positions as of March 17th 2020. On March 25th, the NWT Minister of
Education recommended that all NWT schools close for the remainder of the 2019-20 academic
year. School closures across the district drastically influenced the Beaufort Delta Divisional
Education Council’s implementation of activities and initiatives for the 2019-20 academic year.
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Rapport annuel – Sommaire
Le rapport annuel du Conseil scolaire de division de Beaufort-Delta pour l’année
scolaire 2019-2020 a été préparé conformément à la Loi sur la gestion des finances
publiques. Cette loi stipule que les organismes ténois du milieu de l’éducation doivent
planifier leurs activités, se conformer aux directives sur l’éducation et mettre en œuvre des
activités et des initiatives qui s’inscrivent dans le mandat du GTNO et dans les orientations
du ministre de l’Éducation.
L’encadré suivant résume les bons coups survenus pendant cette année scolaire, ainsi que
les points à améliorer.

Voici les faits saillants du plan stratégique et de fonctionnement du Conseil scolaire de division de
Beaufort-Delta (CSDBD) :
Pour la première fois, le CSDBD a mesuré la progression de ses élèves en fonction de l’échelle de
stanine du test de rendement canadien CAT-4 (Canadian Achievement Test). En 2019-2020, la
proportion d’élèves qui ont connu une progression d’un an (donc au moins un stanine) a
augmenté de 7 % pour la numératie et de 4,8 % pour la littératie.
En 2019-2020, la proportion d’élèves affichant un taux de présence d’au moins 90 % a crû de
3,1 %.

En 2019-2020, le CSDBD a également continué de mettre l’accent sur l’adaptation de
l’enseignement aux cultures autochtones. Dans trois collectivités, le personnel enseignant a
collaboré avec des Aînés pour créer un calendrier culturel – une initiative que nous prévoyons
étendre à toutes les écoles en 2020-2021. Ce calendrier a permis aux enseignants d’intégrer les
traditions saisonnières et les événements culturels phares de leur communauté dans leurs plans
de cours et d’unités. De plus, nous avons mis en ligne des modèles de leçons adaptées aux
cultures autochtones sur le Moodle du CSDBD.

Au chapitre de l’inclusion scolaire, nos efforts visant à offrir une expérience harmonisée dans le
cadre de nos programmes ont mené à une réduction de 30,5 % du taux global d’élèves nécessitant
un plan de soutien par rapport à 2018-2019.
Pour ce qui est de la littératie, nous avons élargi en 2019-2020 notre bassin de conseillers
pédagogiques et intervenants spécialisés en littératie. Les premiers, qui ont été formés par le
coordonnateur du programme d’alphabétisation, s’occuperont de l’enseignement en groupe. Ils
ont notamment assisté à une formation de Fountas & Pinnell ainsi qu’à une formation interne
suivie conjointement avec des enseignants de soutien aux programmes. Quant aux seconds, ils
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s’occuperont d’enseigner la lecture en petits groupes.

Le 11 mars 2020, l’Organisation mondiale de la Santé a qualifié la COVID-19 de pandémie. Le
gouvernement des Territoires du Nord-Ouest a ensuite décrété que la majorité des employés de
l’État passeraient au télétravail à compter du 17 mars. Le 25 mars, le ministère de l’Éducation
des TNO a recommandé la fermeture de toutes les écoles jusqu’à la fin de l’année scolaire. Ces
événements ont eu d’importantes répercussions sur la mise en œuvre des activités et initiatives
du CSDBD durant le reste de l’année scolaire.
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1. Administration and School Services
Administration and Schools Services reflects the overall operations of Education Bodies
and Schools, including high level overviews of the Education Body’s:
● Governance structure;
● Functional Organizational Chart;
● Governance Training Plan;
● Meeting Schedule;
● School Profiles;
● Student Profiles; and
● Teacher Profiles.

Governance of Education Bodies

The following table details key aspects of the governance structure and processes, such as
elections membership terms, current membership:

The BDDEC is governed by a board of elected members. Each District Education Authority (DEA) within the
BDDEC elects one representative, normally their chair, to sit on the District Education Council (DEC) board.
The DEC elects a Chair (2 year term), Vice-Chair (every year) and Member at Large (every year). The
Inuvialuit Regional Corporation and the Gwich’in Tribal Council appoint one member (each) to the BDDEC
board and are voting members. DEA’s meet monthly. The DEC meets three times per year, including two via
videoconference and one face-to-face meeting in February. Training with DEA members is also offered on an
as-needed basis and is normally included in the agenda during the face-to-face meeting in February.
DEA’s consist of 5 or 7 members as per the list below:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Inuvik DEA- 7
Fort McPherson- 7
Tsiigehtchic- 5
Aklavik- 7
Tuktoyaktuk- 7
Sachs Harbour- 5
Ulukhaktok- 7
Paulatuk- 7

Each DEA has individual regulations that guide decision making.

An Executive Committee is elected annually and consists of 5 positions including: Chair, Vice-Chair, Member
at Large, IRC Representative, and GTC Representative. The Superintendent runs the election for this
committee. The first position to be determined is the Chair, followed by the Vice-Chair. Depending on which
region the Vice-Chair represents- the Beaufort region or the Delta region- the Member at Large must come
from the other region to ensure equal representation on the Executive Committee. The IRC and GTC BDDEC
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board members sit on the Executive Committee.

Beaufort Delta Divisional Education Council
Darlene Gruben – BDDEC Chair & Tuktoyaktuk Chair
Jennifer Parrott – Vice Chair & Inuvik Chair (Feb 2020)
Gilbert Thrasher – Member at Large & Paulatuk Chair
Lucy Kuptana – Inuvialuit Regional Corporation Executive Member
Robert Charlie – Gwich’in Tribal Council Executive Member
Joanne Ogina – Chair Ulukhaktok
Rita Arey – Acting Chair Aklavik
Mary Rose Tetlichi – Chair Fort McPherson
Archie Inglangasuk Jr. – Chair Tsiigehtchic
Andrea Keogak – Chair Sachs Harbour
(As of September 2020)
Ulukhaktok DEA:
-

Joanne Ogina – Chair (2019-2021)
Annie Goose – Vice-Chair (2018-2020)
Sadie Joss – Secretary (2018-2020) (Resigned Sept 2019)
Helen Kitekudlak - Member (2019-2021)
Mary Kudlak – Member (2018-2020)
Mary jane Nigyok – Member (2019-2021)
April Olifie – Member (2020-2022)

-

Lorna Storr – Member (2020-2022)
Rita Arey – Vice-Chair (2019-2021) (Acting Chair as of Jan 2020)
James Blake – Member (2018-2020)
Gladys Edwards – Member (2020-2022) (Resigned March 2020)
Brandon McLeod – Member (2019-2021)
Lori Ann Elanik – Member (2019-2021)
Debbie Greenland - Member (2020-2022)

-

Athena Prodromidis – Chair (2018-2020) (Resigned Feb 2020)
Mary Rose Tetlichi – Chair (2018-2020) (As of Feb 2020)
Rebecca Blake – Vice Chair (2018-2020)
Denise Firth – Member (2018- Dec 2019)

Aklavik DEA:

Fort McPherson DEA:
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-

Martina Tetlichi – Member (2018- Dec 2019)
Joyce Blake – Member (2018-2020)
Roberta Alexie – Member (2018- Dec 2019)

-

Darlene Gruben – Chair (December 2020)
Katrina Cockney – Vice-Chair (December 2020)
Glenna Emaghok – Secretary/ Treasurer (December 2019)
Sandra Elias – Member (December 2019)
Jacquelin Mangelana – Member (December 2020)
Molly Nogasak – Member (December 2020)
Ivy Mangelana – Member (December 2020)

-

Archie Inglangasuk Jr. – Chair (2018-2020)
Stephanie Cardinal Clark – Vice Chair (2018-2020)
Shelly Vanloon (2018-2020)
Charlene Blake (2018-2020)
Darby Blake (2018-2020)

-

Gilbert Thrasher Sr. Chair (2017-2019)
Jason Reidford (2017-2019)
Christopher Ruben (2017-2019)
Kelly Ruben (2017-2019)
Albert Ruben Sr. (2017-2019)
Celina Wolki (2017-2019)
Aaron Ruben (2017-2019)

-

Jennifer Parrott -(Sept 2018-2021)(Chair Jan 2020-current)
Lenora McLeod (Sept 2018-2021)
Jodie Maring (Sept 2018-2021)
Janelle Wainman (Sept 2018-2021)
A.J. Minakis (Sept 2018-2021)
Mark Owen (Sept 2018-2021)(Resigned Dec 2019)
Tony Devlin – (Sept 2018-2021) (Resigned Jan 2020)

Tuktoyaktuk DEA:

Tsiigehtchic DEA:

Paulatuk DEA:

Inuvik DEA:
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Sachs Harbour:
-

Andrea Keogak – Chair (2019-2021)
Shelby Lucas – Vice-Chair (2019-2021)
Adella Carpenter – Member (2019-2021)
Doreen Carpenter – Member (2019-2021)

Functional Organizational Chart
The following table details the functional organization of the Education Body:
BDDEC
GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE

(As of Sept 2019)
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Governance Training
The following table details the governance training planned for Education Body members
during the upcoming school year:

Type of
Training

In Person by Senior
Admin

In Person By ECE
Resource
In Person by Senior
Admin

Audience
Intended
(DEC/DEA)

DEC/DEA/Principals

Planned
Topic

Governance
and Code of
Conduct

DEC

Administration

DEC/DEA/Princip
als

Finance and/or
topic of choice
from Fall
session.

Planned Date
& Location
ISR September
16th – 20th
Delta Schools

October 21st 25th

February 11th –
14th DEC
Annual Meeting
January to
March (by
invite)

Was the
training
held as
planned?
(Yes/No)

No

No
Yes

If No, why not?
Rescheduled
after March and
then cancelled
due to COVID.
Now scheduled
for 2021.
Offered and
rescheduled to
2021

Superintendent
and Asst.
Superintendent
attended 50% of
DEA meetings
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Education Body Meetings
According to section 109 of the Education Act, “Divisional Education Council shall meet at
least three times a year and at any other times that it may decide”. The following table
details the schedule of Education Body meetings is planned for the upcoming school year:

Planned Date

Planned Location

September 11, 2019

BDDEC Boardroom
(Teleconference)

February 11-13, 2020

Midnight Sun
Recreation Center
Lounge Room in Inuvik

June 17, 2020

BDDEC Boardroom
(Teleconference)

November 13, 2019

BDDEC Boardroom
(Teleconference)

Was the meeting
held as planned?
(Yes/No)

If No, why not?

Yes
Yes

Yes, Location
moved to East
Three Secondary
School
Yes

Additional meetings
every two weeks since
March 2020 by
teleconference.
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School Profiles
The following table details the total number of schools in the District, the expected student
head count for the upcoming school year and a summary of the education programming
highlights offered by each school in the region, including the community the school is
located in, the grades offered in the school, and any additional programming highlights for
the school such as immersion programming, alternative education programming, class
compositions (Multi-grade, split-grade or single graded classes) and/or other alternative
learning modes (e.g. distance learning, Montessori).

Total Number of Schools in
District

School Name

Chief Julius School
(CJS)

Chief Paul
Niditchie (CPNS)

Community

Fort McPherson

Tsiigehtchic

9

Total Anticipated Student Headcount

Grades
Offered

JK - 12

JK - 9

1549

Programming Highlights
● Single and split grades
● Northern Distance Learning
● Whole school approach to
Language
● Culture Camps
● Full time instructional coach
focusing on Grade 1 to 9 literacy

● Multi-graded school with the
following classes: JK/K, 1-3, 4-6, 79
● Elders in the School program
● Full time teaching principal
● Grade 10-12 students access high
school through the home boarding
program in either Inuvik or Fort
McPherson
● Partnership with the Aurora
Learning Center has facilitated the
offering of hands-on CTS courses
to grades 7-9 students
● Active on-the-land programming
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East Three
Elementary
School (E3ES)

East Three
Secondary School
(E3SS)

Inuvik

Inuvik

JK - 6

● Self regulation / Zones of
Regulation
● WITS program
● Grade level Professional Learning
Communities scheduled during
common prep periods
● Elders in the School program
● On-the-land integrated and
inclusive with a whole school
approach
● Whole school access to an
indigenous music and drama
program
● Shared on the Land Coordinator
with E3S
● School Based Literacy Consultant
● Two LLI Interventionists
● Addition of a second Inuvialuktun
instructor for 2019-20
● French Immersion Program
● Grade level Program Support
Teachers
● Two full time instructional coach
focusing on grade 1 to 6 literacy

7 - 12

● Host school for Northern Distance
Learning Program
● Host school for Northern Dene
Winter Games
● Elders in the School program
● French Immersion grades 7 to 9
● Single grade classrooms
● On-the-land integrated and
inclusive with a whole school
approach
● Shared On the Land Coordinator
with East 3 Elementary School
● One full time instructional coach
focusing on grade 7 to 9 literacy
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Moose Kerr
School (MKS)

Inualthuyak
School (IS)

Mangilaluk School
(MS)

Helen Kalvak
School (HKS)

Aklavik

Sachs Harbour

Tuktoyaktuk

Ulukhaktok

JK - 12

JK - 9

JK - 12

JK - 12

● Split grades 1 to 9
● Culture Camps
● Indigenous education and on-theland programs
● WITS program
● Whole School Approach to
Language(s)
● Elders In School Program
● Northern Distance Learning
● LLI where applicable from grades
1 to 9
● Reflex/PRIME math
● Self regulation/Restitution
● Full time instructional coach
focusing on grade 1 to 9 literacy

● Partnership with Parks Canada to
support on-the-land programming
● Access to 20% of full time
instructional coach focusing on
grade 1 to 9 literacy
● Community partnership with
Recreation and access to gym in
evening
● Northern Distance Learning
● Whole School Approach to
Language
● Elders in the School Program
● Combination of whole grade and
split grade class
● Full time instructional coach
focusing on grade 1 to 9 literacy

● Elders in the School Program
highlighted by Indspire
● Full time instructional coach
focusing on grade 1 to 9 literacy
● Job embedded collaboration for
teacher planning
● RTI teacher intervention program
● Mathology Pilot in grades 1 & 2
● Infercabulary Pilot for students
requiring vocabulary intervention
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Angik School (AS)

Paulatuk

●
●
●
●

JK - 12

Student Profiles

Increased enrollment
On the land program
Culture committee
Full time instructional coach
focusing on grade 1 to 9 literacy

The following table details general characteristics of the region’s student population,
including a description of student body ethnic backgrounds, description of
regional/community culture, educational programming in terms of inclusion and student
supports (% of students with Student Support Plans (SSPs) or Individual Education Plans
(IEPs)), and other noteworthy demographics.

In the 2019-2020 BDDEC will consist of nine schools. Two (Chief Paul Niditchie and
Inualthuyak) of the nine schools offer Junior Kindergarten (JK) through grade 9
programming. Inuvik’s East Three Elementary School serves grades JK-6 while East Three
Secondary School serves grades 7-12. The remaining five schools (Angik School, Chief
Julius School, Helen Kalvak School, Mangilaluk School, and Moose Kerr School), offer grades
JK-12.
Various language programs are provided in each community. Inuvik offers French
Immersion programming from grades K-9. Gwich’in Language programming is offered in
Fort McPherson, Tsiigehtchic, Aklavik and Inuvik. Inuvialuktun Language programming is
offered in Aklavik, Inuvik, Tuktoyaktuk, Sachs Harbour and Paulatuk. Inuinnaqtun
Language programming is offered in Ulukhaktok. Northern Distance Learning (NDL)
provides access to high school ‘-1’ courses in Ulukhaktok, Aklavik, Tuktoyaktuk and Fort
McPherson. All schools offer on-the-land programming for all students.
Projections:

Regular Program
Number of SSP Students
Number of IEP Students
Projected Ethnic
Demographics 2019-20
Total

873
664
12

Dene
330

56.35%
42.85%
0.75%

Inuit
1018

Metis
24

Southern
8

Non
169

Total
1549
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Teacher Profiles
The following table details the characteristics of the teacher population, including average
length of employment within the region, number of first year teachers expected, average
number of teachers with full experience, number of teachers from the region or the NWT,
and awareness of upcoming issues with teacher recruitment and retention.
Projected 2019-20
26 New Teachers
8 New Instructional Coaches
28 teachers from the region
66 teachers with full experience
Total number of teachers: 152

Average Length of Employment
5-7 years in regional center Inuvik.
3 years in community schools

Issues with housing continue. Limited housing available for teachers. Makes recruitment and
teacher retention difficult. BDDEC is almost fully staffed. However, staffing schools has become
more challenging. Teaching opportunities becoming increasingly available in southern Canada,
teachers have accepted contracts in our region, only to notify us late in the summer that they
have accepted teaching contracts elsewhere. This pattern adds stress on our administrators and
schools causing impacts on student learning.

BDDEC attended four career fairs and visited six universities in an effort to recruit teachers. In
2019-20 BDDEC actively recruited 18 new teachers to the district for the 2020-21 academic year.
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2. Territorial Schools
Territorial Schools reflects the programs and professional development activities that
directly support excellence in teaching and student academic achievement specific to the
NWT Education Act, Ministerial Directives, or School Funding Framework including:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Education Body Strategic Planning;
School Improvement Planning;
Annual School Reviews;
Staff Evaluations;
Regional Training and In-Service;
Literacy Coordinators;
Healthy Food for Learning;
Student Success Initiative;
Safe School Plans;
Healthy Relationship Programming; and
Second Language Education.

Education Body Strategic Planning

The following table details regional priorities and goals, including regional performance
indicators and targets set for the upcoming school year related to Education Body strategic
planning, along with the achieved results, the explanation for any difference between
targets and results, noted areas of strength and areas for development.

Regional priorities and
goals:

To improve student success in Literacy (Reading & Writing)
To improve student success in Numeracy
To improve student success in Indigenous Language(s) & Culture
To increase understanding and practice of Social Responsibility of students.
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Regional
Performance
Indicators

Regional Targets
5% increase in students gaining at least one stanine
increase in reading on CAT 4
90% of students achieving Satisfactory level on the
District Wide Write in May 2020 at working grade
level.
10% increase of total students writing at grade level
by May 2020.

Literacy (Reading &
Writing)

10% increase of total students reading at grade level
by May 2020.
20% increase of students indicating at least a year’s
growth using Fountas & Pinnell.
5% decrease in students’ achievement gap on Grade 6
ELA AAT’s.
5% decrease in students’ achievement gap on Grade 9
ELA AAT’s.

5% increase in students gaining at least one stanine
increase in Math CAT 4.

Numeracy

10% increase in students meeting expectations on
the CMA’s.
5% decrease in students’ achievement gap on Grade 6
Numeracy AAT’s.
5% decrease in students’ achievement gap on Grade 9
Numeracy AAT’s

Achieved Results
4.8% increase in
students gaining at least
one stanine in reading on
CAT 4.
90% of students
achieving Satisfactory on
DWW (Data Unavailable
due to COVID 19)
26% of students
writing at level Fall
2019

22% of student reading
at Level Fall 2019 and
26% of students reading
at Level February 2020
indicating a 4% growth.

7% increase in students
gaining at least one
stanine increase in Math
CAT 4.
8.2% increase in
students meeting
expectations on the
CMA’s

AAT’s were not written in
2019-20

Explanation
of Difference
(if applicable)
Writing Levels were
not recorded in the
Spring due to COVID
19. Growth data is
unavailable.

Reading levels were
recorded until March
2020 and show an
increase of 4%
growth in students
reading at level or
higher. End of year
growth data is
unavailable due to
COVID 19.
Grade 6 & 9 AAT’s
were cancelled due
to COVID 19

BDDEC surpassed
Numeracy CAT 4
target by 2%
CMA’s were not fully
completed in 201920.
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80% of students speaking 7 of the traditional
greetings of their home community.

25% of students speaking at the Emergent level

Indigenous
Language(s) &
Culture

80% of students participating in at least 4 cultural
activities.

Greetings data
incomplete due to
COVID 19.

13.6% of students
speaking at the
Emergent level as of
Fall 2019.

Areas of Strength
for the region

Areas for
Development for
the region

10 % increase of total students attending 90%
or above

30.2% of students
attended 90+%
which is an increase
of 3.1%

5% improvement in overall district attendance

Overall attendance
Sept to March 73%
(0% growth)

50 % of parents attending 3 way conferences,
Parent/Teacher interview(s) and workshops.

Cultural activities
data unavailable
due to COVID 19
and school(s)
reopening plans.
Parent/Guardian
surveys were not
completed due to
COVID 19.

50% of parents discussing their child’s language
levels.

Social
Responsibility

Greetings data
incomplete due to
COVID 19.

Parent Surveys were
not collected because
of COVID 19.

COVID 19
impacted
attendance rates
March to June
2020

Despite COVID the percentage of students attending 90+% increased by 3.1% in
2019-20 to 30.2% from Sept 2019 - March 2020. Growth data was measured

with CAT 4 achievement tests for the first time by BDDEC based on stanine
growth. In 2019-20, students showing a year’s growth by gaining one or
more stanines increased 7% in Numeracy and 4.8% in Literacy.

An area of development for the region is increasing the percentage of
students speaking at the Emergent level in Indigenous languages. Currently
13.6% of students speak at the Emergent level. OPA data collection was
interrupted in the spring of 2020 because of COVID 19. OPA data will be
collected earlier in the fall of 2020 to determine if student levels increased
from the baseline of 13.6%.
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Additional
Comments for the
region

School Improvement Planning
As per the NWT School Improvement and Reporting Directive, school improvement planning
responds to student and community needs, addresses policy requirements, accommodates
departmental directives, and engages all school staff. The School Improvement Plan is a
public document that provides a direction-setting, strategic overview for the school. School
plans are expected to be succinct but must include clear objectives, priorities, measurable
improvement objectives, major strategies (particularly whole-school strategies), reference
to systemic policies and directions, evaluation measures and a timeframe, including a
provision for annual review.
The following table details regional priorities and goals, and connections to Departmental
priorities, including regional performance indicators and targets set for the upcoming
school year related to School Improvement Planning, along with the achieved results, the
explanation for any difference between targets and results, noted areas of strength and
areas for development.

Regional approach to
School Improvement
Planning and relevance
to regional and
departmental priorities,
for the school year.

School Improvement Plans are set with the BDDEC regional Strategic
Plan for 2019-20. Principal meetings will be held three times a year to
review the progress of SIP’s.

Regional Performance Indicators
% of regional priorities and goals that
align with ECE priorities and goals.
% of schools in the region for which
School Improvement Plans are
developed in consultation with the
community.

Regional
Targets

Achieved
Results

100%

100%

100%

100%

Explanation of Difference
(if applicable)
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% of schools in the region for which
School Improvement Plans are
submitted.

% of schools in the region for which
final School Improvement Plans have
been shared with the public.
Areas of Strength for the region

Areas for Development for the region

100%
100%

100%
0%

Final SIP’s will be shared with
local DEA’s and the public in
November and December of
2020.

A unified approach to School Improvement Plans was
created in 2019-20. All schools were given the same
template to create. Principals and local DEA’s expressed
excitement and interest about measurable targets outlined
in SIP’s.
It took time for some school administrative teams to
understand the new template. COVID 19 significantly
impacted schools’ abilities to achieve targets outlined in
SIP’s.

Additional Comments for the region

Annual School Reviews
As per the NWT School Improvement and Reporting Directive, Annual School Reviews
should focus on standards of learning outcomes - academic and non-academic, and require
schools to present the analysis and evaluations of learning outcomes to their
Superintendent of Education.
The following table details the region’s approach to the completion of Annual School
Reviews, including regional performance indicators and targets set for the upcoming
school year related to Annual School Reviews, along with the achieved results, the
explanation for any difference between targets and results, noted areas of strength and
areas for development.
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Regional approach to
the completion of
Annual School
Reviews.

Schools will report bi-annually results to BDDEC as stated in School
Improvement Plans.

Regional Performance Indicators
% of schools in the region for which
Annual Reviews are completed.

% of schools where NWT approved
curricula is being used with fidelity
throughout all grades and subject areas.
Areas of Strength for the region

Areas for Development for the region
Additional Comments for the region

Regional
Targets

Achieved
Results

100%

100%

100%

100%

Explanation of Difference
(if applicable)

School Principals participated in classroom visits on an
ongoing basis. BDDEC Consultants also frequently visited
and supported classrooms. The BDDEC senior management
team completed one round of classroom visits in 2019-20.
Direct superintendent visits to the classroom was a new
initiative for the Beaufort Delta region.
A new district approach to unit plans was identified as a
need in the district. A district template for unit plans is
currently under development. A unified approach to unit
plans will be an area of focus for 2020-21.
Due to COVID 19 the spring Senior Management visits to
classrooms were cancelled. Fall and spring visits will be
scheduled again for 2020-21.
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Staff Evaluations
All education staff is required to undergo evaluations as per Ministerial directives,
including the Promotion of Professional Growth For Teachers in Northwest Territories
Schools (2004) and Direction on Principal Growth and Evaluation in the Northwest
Territories (2012).

The following table details the region’s approach to completing staff evaluations, including
regional performance indicators and targets set for the upcoming school year related to
staff evaluations, along with the achieved results, the explanation for any difference
between targets and results, noted areas of strength and areas for development.

Regional approach to
the completion of Staff
Evaluations.

As per the policy all new staff as well as 5, 10,15 etc... will be formally
evaluated by their supervisor.
Regional
Targets

Achieved Results

Number of teachers and PSTs formally
evaluated in the school year.

40

40

5

3

Number of Education Body School
Support Consultants formally evaluated
in the school year.

1

1

2 Assistant
Superintendents
by Superintendent
1 Superintendent
by DEC Chair

2 Assistant
Superintendents
by Superintendent
1 Superintendent
by DEC Chair

Regional Performance Indicators

Number of principal and assistant
principals formally evaluated in the
school year.

Number of Superintendents and
Assistant Superintendents formally
evaluated in the school year.
Areas of Strength for the region

Areas for Development for the region

Explanation of
Difference
(if applicable)

2 pending face to
face meetings in Fall
2020.

Completion rate is nearing 100%.

New principals require additional in-servicing on teacher
evaluations.
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Additional Comments for the region

Regional Training and In-Service
Education Bodies are responsible for training and in-service activities for staff at the
regional and school level, which can occur throughout the year, and may include 2.5
administrative days per year and time allotted for the Strengthening Teachers’
Instructional Practices (STIP). (This does not include any professional development
activities related to Article 16 of the Collective Agreement.)

The following table details the region’s training and in-service plan, the relevance of the
plan to regional and departmental priorities, and includes regional performance indicators
and targets set for the upcoming school year, along with the achieved results, the
explanation for any difference between targets and results, noted areas of strength and
areas for development.

Regional Training and
In-Service and
relevance to regional
and departmental
priorities, for the
upcoming school year.

Regional training and in-servicing will be ongoing throughout the academic
year. BDDEC Coordinators and Assistant Superintendents will be responsible
to provide training to Program Support Teachers, Instructional Coaches,
Principals and at times school staffs. School based Program Support Teachers
and Instructional Coaches will provide job embedded training and inservicing to school staffs. Priorities for training and in-servicing will be
Literacy, Numeracy, Inclusive Schooling, Social Responsibility and Indigenous
Languages/Culture as per the 2019-2020 BDDEC Strategic Plan.

Regional Performance Indicators

Regional
Targets

Achieved
Results

% of Regional training and in-service
focused on regional priorities

100%

100%

% of administration days dedicated to
training and in-service.

100%

100%

50%

50%

% of Regional training and in-service
focused on departmental priorities

Explanation of Difference
(if applicable)
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% of collaborative STIP time dedicated
to regional priorities

100%

100%

The district in-service at the beginning of the year was a
highlight. Clear messaging from the BDDEC senior
management team set the targets for the district under four
key areas of focus of the BDDEC Strategic Plan, including
Indigenous Languages, Literacy, Numeracy and Social
Responsibility. Culture-based hands on authentic learning
experience was organized involving local Elders and
BDDEC leadership. Learning Forward training was
provided for all staff on Becoming a Learning Team: A guide
to a teacher led cycle of continuous improvement.
The BDDEC Instructional Coaches received 3 of 4 face to
face training sessions.

Session 1: (1 week) provided training and development of
coaching skills, leading PLCs, developing Literacy Action
Plans, and strategizing what skills were needed for further
training to best support improving literacy instruction at
each local school.

Areas of Strength for the region

Session 2: (2 weeks) provided training and development in
coaching skills to best support the Fountas and Pinnell
Assessment (delivery and use of reading data to drive
instruction). Coaches also participated in a fish bowl
coaching feedback model for coaching practice in one to
one teacher meetings. Along with the Leveled Literacy
Intervention teachers coaches also received training on
Fountas and Pinnell Leveled Literacy Intervention
programming and instruction. To finish Session 2, a select
group of Grade 7-9 teachers joined the instructional
coaches for Reading Apprenticeship Strategies training and
classroom implementation.
Session 3: (1.5 weeks) provided training and development
in using data from informal student writing samples to
support and drive instruction for word work and
vocabulary. Coaches also participated in a fish bowl
coaching feedback model for coaching practice for
classroom demonstrations.
Session 4: Cancelled due to COVID19

For the first time in BDDEC’s history a joint Program
Support Teacher and Instructional Coach in-service was
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held in November of 2019. PST’s and IC’s came together to
discuss how their roles can support students collectively.
As Instructional Coaches is still a relatively new position to
the district how the two roles functioned together was
identified as a priority.
In addition, the BDDEC Instructional Coaches met for
collaboration and support through video conferences 3
times from September to March. Face-to-face, in school
support and feedback was intended for each local school
from January - June 2020. 2 of 6 visits were completed
before COVID19 shutdown.
The grades 7-9 ELA teachers met collaboratively for an
introduction seminar on the collaborative units that are
taught in those grades. These units are developed in
BDDEC and are focused on Indigenous literature by
Indigenous authors and are grounded in content and
methodologies that are engaging for Indigenous youth
learners. This introduction featured training on dealing
with sensitive and complex topics and ways in which to
strengthen home school communication when teaching
important and triggering content.

Grades 7-9 ELA teachers, Instructional coaches, and PSTs
met together in November 2019 to look at the joint roles
shared between these positions through the delivery of the
collaborative units so that all members can accurately and
effectively support all learners through these engaging
units. This clarified roles and increased successful
outcomes for grades 7-9 learners. In addition, grades 7-9
ELA teachers received training on outcomes based
reporting in gradebook and direct modeling of how to
modify and adapt assignments to tailor specific student
needs across multiple grade levels. For a portion of this
training school wide BDDEC STIP times was unitized via
distance.
The BDDEC Literacy Network meets 5-7 times a year
through either face-to-face meetings or video conferences
to collaboratively develop resources and discuss ways to
improve the literacy programming in the schools and
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district. Literacy network members received presentations
on Indigenizing literacy teaching with a focus on content
and methodology.
PST’s participated in monthly webinars with the BDDEC
Regional Inclusive Schooling Coordinator Jane Khameba.
PST’s had the opportunity to share ideas and listen to
presentations from interagency specialists.

Areas for Development for the region

Additional Comments for the region

A balance between district and territorial in-service
scheduling is an area of development for the district.
BDDEC would like to ensure it maximizes scheduled inservices times with ECE to cost share the high cost of
employee travel to face-to-face in-services.

The region is challenged with a large geographical distance
to serve. As a result bringing staff together for face to face
inservices are expensive. We are continuing to explore
distance learning opportunities to deliver online inservicing.

Literacy Coordinators
Literacy and instructional coordinators collaborate with teachers to develop effective instructional
approaches in literacy and literacy in the disciplines. They provide professional development for
teachers and model effective routines, practices, and protocols, while developing a regional literacy
action plan and supporting school administrators and teacher to develop and use instructional
practices, resources, and assessments associated with the plan.
The following table details the region’s role of their Literacy Coordinator, the relevance of the
position to regional and departmental priorities, and includes regional performance indicators and
targets set for the upcoming school year related to literacy, along with the achieved results, the
explanation for any variance between targets and results, noted areas of strength and areas for
development.

Regional Literacy
Coordinator role and
relevance to regional and
departmental priorities,
for the upcoming school
year.

Educational Leadership in Literacy

• Help develop and implement BDDEC’s Annual Accountability Framework
and Strategic Plan noting coherence between department, district, and local
school priorities in literacy
• Work with school representatives to determine priorities, and facilitate the
development and implementation of strategic plans and programs that meet
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the diverse educational needs of students in literacy
• Work with schools to implement school-based literacy plans that meet
student need while directly aligning with district and departmental targeted
priorities
• Analyze district literacy data to inform and drive programming
recommendations and local school support
• Provide direct support to schools and teachers through lesson
demonstrations and coaching using effective research-based teaching
strategies
• Guide teachers in the use of data to inform instructional decisions
• Develop and deliver staff training (in-service) opportunities within the
region in consultation with BDDEC school staffs
• Develop a new teacher in-service and professional development component
that gives a deeper insight and understanding into literacy assessment,
instruction and expectation in BDEC
• Develop and support instructional coaches and coaching accountability
framework.
• Working with 7-12 Literacy Coordinator on co developing training and
support models that meet ongoing initiatives.
Regional Performance Indicators

Number of Literacy or Instructional
Coordinator roles in place for the school
year.
Regional Literacy Action Plan in place
for the school year.

Areas of Strength for the region

Regional
Targets

Achieved
Results

2.5

2.5

X Yes
❑ No

X
Yes
❑ No

Explanation for variance

One BDDEC Literacy Coordinator took on the additional
responsibility of training new Instructional Coaches across
the district. Training was well received. School leadership
teams benefited from having both an Instructional Coach
and Program Support Teacher(s) in place. Three coaches
are located in Inuvik. Two serve the Beaufort region and
three additional coaches serve the Delta region. The
Instructional Coach Coordinator travels the district and
works directly with coaches.
Grades 7-12 literacy focuses largely on integrating
Indigenized teaching and learning strategies as well as
sourcing engaging and appropriate content that reflects
Indigenous issues and connects with communities. The
collaborative units in grades 7-9 are a successful and
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comprehensive ELA program meant to standardize best
practice and Indigenizing education efforts in ELA. These
units are developed by BDDEC consultants and ELA
teachers from across the region. They are standardized
and supported by the 7-12 literacy coordinator and the
Instructional coaches.

The training on board supported literacy resources is an
area of focus in literacy k-12 and specifically in grades 7-9
as we move into standard small group instruction in
reading and writing. There were multiple training sessions
and in school consultant support visits to begin to
standardize this practice to achieve literacy targets in
reading in 2019-2020.

Areas for Development for the region
Additional Comments for the region

Knowledge of literacy & instructional strategies is ongoing
for new staff to the district.
Turnover in the Beaufort Delta region continues to slow
down training process as many teachers receive literacy
training and leave the district within one to two years.

Healthy Food for Learning
The Healthy Foods for Learning Program is supported by the Anti-Poverty Strategic
Framework and aims to increase the capacity of schools to provide healthy meals and/or
snacks to students.

The following table details the programs relevance to regional priorities and strategies
including regional and school-based performance indicators and targets set for the
upcoming school year, along with the achieved results, the explanation for any difference
between targets and results, noted areas of strength and areas for development.
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Relevance of the
Healthy Foods for
Learning program to
regional priorities and
strategies for program
implementation:

All BDDEC schools provide a healthy foods program for students.
A large number of students are coming to school hungry. So this
program is essential to help meet the basic needs of students so that
they can reach their academic potential.

Healthy foods promotes healthy living, which increases the potential
for wellness and student achievement. The Canada Food Guide is a
resource available to ensure the appropriate food groups are used
consistently and correctly.
All BDDEC schools receive substantive funding for healthy foods
programs called ”Healthy Foods for Learning” which will be utilized
for 2019-20 school year.

Regional Performance Indicators
% of schools offering healthy foods
programming.

% of schools following regional wide
programming and guidelines if
applicable.

Regional
Targets

Achieved
Results

100%

100%

100%

100%

Explanation of Difference
(if applicable)

Pre COVID-19 all schools provided healthy foods programs
on site. Afterwards a variety of techniques were used to
help support families from March to June of 2020.

Angik School distributed food hampers in March of 2020 to
families.

Areas of Strength for the region

CJS distributed food hampers in March of 2020 to families
in Fort McPherson.
CPNS continued their food hamper program during the
COVID-19 closure months from March to June 2020.

Mangilaluk School gave out food packages with local
Rangers. Food vouchers were provided at Stanton’s grocery
store.
MKS in Aklavik distributed & completed their food hamper
program during the COVID-19 closure for the month of
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April 2020.

In Inuvik a donation was made to the local food bank in
March of 2020.

In Sachs Harbour food packages were made available to
families when school work packages were picked up.

In Ulukhaktok HKE partnered with the Hamlet to provide
food to families.

Areas for Development for the region

BDDEC will continue to explore safe ways to provide
bagged meals or individualized plated meals during the
reopening of all schools. The Beaufort Delta Divisional
Education Council has provided reopening plans for all
schools to the office of the CPHO.

Additional Comments for the region

School Specific
Performance Indicators

School

CJS
Type of food program(s)
offered in each school.

School Planning

Breakfast Prepared
Snacks Open
Cupboard

(Breakfast, Lunch, Snack, Care
Package, open cupboard, etc.)

CPNS

Breakfast with both
hot and cold
options
Daily snack
program.

Achieved Results

Breakfast Prepared
Snacks Open
Cupboard
(Achieved August
2019to March
2020)
Breakfast with both
hot and cold
options
Daily snack
program. (Achieved
August 2019-March
2020)

Explanation for
variance
COVID 19
cancelled in school
food programs
March to June
2020.
Food from school
donated to local
hamlet.

COVID 19
impacted breakfast
program.

Food program
continued after
March closure
with bagged
meals.
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E3ES

E3SS

MKS

IS

Breakfast and
Snack program.

Breakfast Program
every morning,
snacks available
upon request
throughout the day

Hot Breakfast and
snack program
every day

Breakfast every day

Breakfast and
Snack program.
(Achieved August
2019 - March 2020)

Breakfast Program
every morning,
snacks available
upon request
throughout the day.
(Achieved August
2019 – March
2020)

Hot Breakfast and
snack program
every day.
(Achieved August
2019 to March
2020)
Breakfast program
occurred every day
school was open
from August 2019
to June 2020

COVID 19
cancelled in school
food programs
March to June
2020.
Food packages
given out with
school work
packages.

COVID 19
cancelled in school
food programs
March to June
2020.

Food program
continued after
March bagged
meals with work
package pickup.
Food was
donated to local
food bank.

COVID 19
cancelled in school
food programs
March to June
2020.

Food & food
certificates
donated to
individual families.
COVID 19
cancelled in school
food programs
March to June
2020. Food was
given out to
families during
student work
package pick up.
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MS

HKE

AS

Total number of days and
months program is offered
in each school.

Breakfast, Snack,
Care Package, Open
Cupboard for all
students

Breakfast, Snack,
Care Package, Open
Cupboard for all
students (Achieved
August 2019 to
March 2020)

Breakfast program
runs every day 5
times a week.
Snack every day
during and after
school.

Breakfast program
ran every day 5
times a week. Snack
every day during
and after school.
(August 2019 March 2020)

Breakfast and
Snack open to all
students 5 times a
week. Hot
breakfast is served
2 to 3 times a week.

Breakfast and
Snack open to all
students 5 times a
week. Hot breakfast
served 2 to 3 times
a week. (Achieved
August 2019 March 2020)

CJS

Snacks 5 days a
week; Breakfast
(Fridays); Program
runs Sept. to June

CPNS

Everyday school is
open

Snacks 5 days a
week; Breakfast
(Fridays)
Program ran Sep
2019. to March
2020 (Achieved)

Everyday school is
open (Sept 2019 March 2020) Bagged
meals were added

COVID 19
cancelled in school
food programs
March to June
2020.
Food packages
given out in
partnership with
the Rangers.

COVID 19
cancelled in school
food programs
March to June
2020.
Partnered with
Hamlet of
Ulukhaktok to
provide bi-weekly
food hampers. All
left over food
donated to local
Food Bank.
COVID 19
cancelled in school
food programs
March to June
2020.

Angik School
distributed food
hampers in March
of 2020 to families.
COVID 19
cancelled in school
food programs
March to June
2020.

COVID 19
cancelled in school
program and
classes as of March
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March 9th 2020 to
June 2020.

E3ES

E3SS

MKS

IS

MS

HKS

AS

172 days; 10 months

112 days 6 months, 3
weeks. (Achieved
until March 2020)

170 days; 10 months

112 days( 6 months,
3 week Achieved
until March 2020)

Everyday school is
open

Everyday school is
open
Every day school is
open
Everyday school is
open
Everyday school is
open

112 days 6 months, 3
weeks
(Achieved Sept 2019
to March 2020)
Food Baskets
distributed in April
2020

6th 2020.
COVID 19
cancelled in school
food programs
March to June
2020.
COVID 19
cancelled in school
food programs
March to June
2020.
COVID 19
cancelled in school
food programs
March to June
2020.

112 days 6 months, 3
weeks
(Achieved Sept 2019
to March 2020)

COVID 19
cancelled in school
food programs
March to June
2020.

112 days 6 months, 3
weeks
(Achieved Sept 2019
to March 2020)

COVID 19
cancelled in school
food programs
March to June
2020.

112 days 6 months, 3
weeks
(Achieved Sept 2019
to March 2020)

112 days 6 months, 3
weeks
(Achieved Sept 2019
to March 2020)

COVID 19
cancelled in school
food programs
March to June
2020.

COVID 19
cancelled in school
food programs
March to June
2020.
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CJS

CPNS

Approximate Total Number
of children and youth
served each day.
E3ES

E3SS

140 youth snacks
daily and 120
students served
breakfast.

140 youth snacks
daily and 120
students served
breakfast until
March 6th 2020

Approximate number
of students served
each time program is
offered:
· Breakfast
program ~ 24
students/day
· Snack program
~40
students/day
· Supper Club
~30
students/event
· Food hampers
~20
students/mont
h
· Special events
~40
students/event

Approximate number
of students served
each time program is
offered:
· Breakfast
program ~ 24
students/day
· Snack program
~40
students/day
· Supper Club
~30
students/event
· Food hampers
was increased
due to COVID.
· Special events
~40
students/event

All students

All students

All students

All students

MKS

All students

All students

IS

All students

All students

COVID 19
cancelled in school
food programs
March to June
2020.

COVID 19
impacted program.
Program was
adjusted to food
hampers from
March to June
2020.

COVID 19
cancelled in school
food programs
March to June
2020.
COVID 19
cancelled in school
food programs
March to June
2020.
COVID 19
cancelled in school
food programs
March to June
2020.
COVID 19
cancelled in school
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food programs
March to June
2020.

MS

HKS

AS

CJS

CPNS
Criteria for participation
per school.
(Low income, fee, etc.)

E3ES

All students in the
school 239 students
60-90 students each
day

All students

Open to everyone

Open to everyone

Open to everyone

All students in the
school 239 students
60-90 students each
day

All students

Open to everyone

Open to everyone

Open to everyone

E3SS

Open to everyone

Open to everyone

MKS

Open to everyone

Open to everyone

COVID 19
cancelled in school
food programs
March to June
2020.
COVID 19
cancelled in school
food programs
March to June
2020.
COVID 19
cancelled in school
food programs
March to June
2020.
COVID 19
cancelled in school
food programs
March to June
2020.
COVID 19
cancelled in school
food programs
March to June
2020.
COVID 19
cancelled in school
food programs
March to June
2020.
COVID 19
cancelled in school
food programs
March to June
2020.
COVID 19
cancelled in school
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food programs
March to June
2020.

IS

MS

HKS

AS

Open to everyone

Open to everyone

Open to everyone

Open to everyone

Open to everyone

Open to everyone

Open to everyone

Open to everyone

COVID 19
cancelled in school
food programs
March to June
2020.
COVID 19
cancelled in school
food programs
March to June
2020.
COVID 19
cancelled in school
food programs
March to June
2020.
COVID 19
cancelled in school
food programs
March to June
2020.
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Student Success Initiative
The Student Success Initiative (SSI) aims to improve student learning and outcomes. SSI
proposals are provided to the Department and the Northwest Territories Teachers’
Association (NWTTA) for approvals in May of the previous school year (as per the SSI
Handbook).
The following table details the SSI Project proposal summary including regional
performance indicators and targets, along with the achieved results, the explanation for
any difference between targets and results, noted areas of strength and areas for
development.

SSI will be the regional In-service for 2019-20. The BBDEC SSI
project is a 3-year project entering the second year in 2019-20.
SSI Project Summary

SSI Performance
Indicators
% of teaching staff from
across the region that
participate in SSI PD
activities.
% of support staff from
across the region that
participate in SSI PD
activities.

The goals for the 2019-20 BDDEC SSI Project are as follows:

1) Indigenize Teacher Planning. Increase access to MOODLE
with BDDEC teacher designed lessons and unit plans.
2) Data will be used to track and inform instruction. Teachers
will be trained to access and use Dossier to inform
instruction.
3) In Professional Learning Communities all teachers will
develop SMART goals. Schools will run 2 eight-week
sequence of learning cycles.

Regional
Targets

Achieved Explanation of Difference
Results
(if applicable)

100%

100%

20%

20%
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Areas of Strength
Areas for Development
Additional Comments

The BDDEC Moodle was expanded in 2019-20 and teacher training was
provided at the annual district in-service in August and throughout the
year by BDDEC consultants. BDDEC principals attended Dossier training
during the October CASS conference in Alberta. Learning Forward was
invited to the BDDEC district in-service in August and all school leadership
teams received training on learning cycles.
Indigenizing all teaching practices is a continued ongoing goal for BDDEC.
A shift away from Eurocentric westernized teaching practices is a
continued long term goal for the district.
A new Google Classroom has been created for teachers to access
Indigenizing resources and planners.

Safe School Plans
Safe Schools Regulations require Education Bodies to complete a Safe Schools Plan that
includes bullying prevention, intervention and education strategies that integrate
evidence-based healthy relationships programming into the school curriculum and daily
classroom activities. Safe School Plans are submitted annually to the department to ensure
that Safe Schools Regulations are in place across the territory. Plans are reviewed and
regions are provided with feedback every three years.
The current cycle is:
2019-2020
TCSA
YK1
YCS
DDEA
NDEA

2020-2021

2021-2022

BDDEC
SSDEC

CSFTNO
DDEC
SDEC

The following table details the regional performance indicators and targets related to Safe
School Plans, along with the achieved results, the explanation for any difference between
targets and results, noted areas of strength and areas for development.

Regional Performance Indicators

% of schools in which Safe Schools Plans
are completed for the school year.

Regional
Targets
100%

Achieved
Results

Explanation of Difference
(if applicable)

100%
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% of schools which review Safe School
Plans with school staff at the beginning
of the school year.
Areas of Strength for the region
Areas for Development for the region

100%

100%

All safe school plans submitted to Superintendent Frank
Galway and reviewed individually with principals. A
working group of principals and senior management
created a new unified bullying procedure for BDDEC.
Drafted in 2019-20 and will be implemented in 2020-21.

Safe Schools consultant was invited in 2019-20 but
cancelled because of COVID 19. Training sessions with Safe
Schools consultant will be scheduled in 2020-21.

Additional Comments for the region

Healthy Relationship Programming
Safe Schools Regulations require Education Bodies to include education strategies that
integrate evidence-based healthy relationships programming into the school curriculum
and daily classroom activities. Regions/Schools may offer evidence-based healthy
relationships programs of their choice; however, ECE endorses the following evidencebased programs:
● Grades JK-3: WITS (Walk Away, Ignore, Talk it Out, & Seek Help );
● Grades 4-6: LEADS (Look & Listen, Explore Points of View, Act, Did it Work?, Seek
Help);
● Grades 7-9: The Fourth R - Health Physical Education (HPE) Program; and
● Grades 10-12: The Fourth R - Healthy Relationships Plus Program (HRPP).

The following table details the region’s approach to for the integration of evidence-based
healthy relationship programming including regional performance indicators and targets
set for the upcoming school year, along with the achieved results, the explanation for any
difference between targets and results, noted areas of strength and areas for development.
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Regional approach to
integration of evidencebased healthy
relationship
programming.

BDDEC offers JK-3 WITS in all elementary schools. Some schools
extend WITS and others use 4-6 LEADS. The Fourth R is used in all
junior highs and high schools.
Regional
Targets

Regional Performance Indicators

Achieved
Results

Number of schools offering WITS to JK–
3 students.

8

8

Number of schools offering the Fourth R
to grade 7-9 students.

2

2

8

8

6

6

Number of schools offering LEADS to
grade 4-6 students.
Number of schools offering HRPP to
grade 10/11 students.
Areas of Strength for the region

Areas for Development for the region
Additional Comments for the region
School Specific
Performance Indicators

Evidence-based healthy
relationships programs
being used, including

Schoo
l

CJS

Explanation of Difference
(if applicable)

Some of the Support Assistants have been trained and
certified in delivering WITs. The program is available to all
who need training and they can print out certificates after
completion of the training. BDDEC purchased and provided
Social Thinking resources to all Program Support Teachers.
New teachers to the district continue to learn WITS, LEADS
and Fourth R.

School Targets
JK-6 WITS
Promote program
with WITS
Wednesdays

Achieved
Results

Explanation for
variance

JK-6 WITS
Promote program
with WITS
Wednesdays
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WITS, LEADS, 4thR, and
HRPP, and the grades
they are being used.

7-12 Fourth R
(minimum 5 lessons)

CPNS

Social Thinking
Curriculum:
· Zones of
Regulation will
be fully
implemented in
all classes
· We Thinkers!
will be
introduced in
Grades JK-2 in
October 2019
and
implemented by
January 2020
· Social Thinking
and Me will be
introduced in
Grades 3-6 in
January 2020
and
implemented by
year end

Shanker© SelfRegulation:
· School and
classroom audits
will be
completed by
November 2019

(Achieved)

7-12 Fourth R
(minimum 5
lessons achieved)

Social Thinking
Curriculum:
· Zones of
Regulation
implemente
d in all
classes
· We
Thinkers!
introduced
in Grades
JK-2 in
October
2019 and
implemente
d January
2020
· Social
Thinking
and Me
introduced
in Grades 36 January
2020.
Shanker© SelfRegulation:
· School and
classroom
completed
by
November
2019
Social Thinking
Curriculum:
· Zones of
Regulation
implemente
d in all
classes
· We
Thinkers!
introduced
in Grades
JK-2 in
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·

E3ES
E3SS
MKS
IS
MS
HKS

WITS – JK/K to Grade
6

October
2019 and
implemente
d January
2020
Social
Thinking
and Me
introduced
in Grades 36 in January
2020.

Shanker© SelfRegulation:
· School and
classroom
audits
completed
November
2019

WITS – JK/K to
Grade 6

Aboriginal Shield (Gr
8)
7-12 Fourth R
(minimum 5 lessons)

Aboriginal Shield
(Gr 8)
7-12 Fourth R

WITS – JK/K to Grade
6
7-12 Fourth R
(minimum 5 lessons)

WITS – JK/K to
Grade 6
7-12 Fourth R

WITS – JK/K to Grade
6
7-12 Fourth R
(minimum 5 lessons)

WITS – JK/K to Grade
6
7-12 Fourth R
(minimum 5 lessons)
WITS – JK/K to Grade
6
7-12 Fourth R
(minimum 5 lessons)

WITS – JK/K to
Grade 6
7-12 Fourth R

WITS – JK/K to
Grade 6
7-12 Fourth R

WITS – JK/K to
Grade 6 (5 out 5
complete)
7-12 Fourth R (4
out of 5 complete)

Covid 19 impacted the
frequency of lessons.
Covid 19 impacted the
frequency of lessons.
Covid 19 impacted the
frequency of lessons.
Covid 19 impacted the
frequency of lessons.
Covid 19 impacted the
frequency of lessons.
Covid 19 impacted the
frequency of lessons.
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AS

WITS – JK/K to Grade
6
7-12 Fourth R
(minimum 5 lessons)

WITS – JK/K to
Grade 6
7-12 Fourth R

Covid 19 impacted the
frequency of lessons.

Second Language Education
According to section 73(2,3) of the Education Act, English or an Official Language other
than English must be taught as part of the education program in addition to the official
language of instruction.

The following table details all Second Languages (SL) instruction taught for all schools in
the region, including the language of instruction, the type of SL instruction, the grades in
which the SL instruction takes place and the frequency in which the SL instruction occurs.
Language of SL
Instruction
(Chipewyan, Cree,
English, French,
Gwich’in,
Inuinnaqtun,
Inuktitut,
Inuvialuktun,

School
Name

CJS

CPNS

North Slavey,
South Slavey, or
Tłı̨chǫ)

Gwich’in

Gwich’in

Type of SL
Instruction

(core,
immersion,
intensive)

Core

Core

Grade
s of SL
Instru
ction

Frequency of
SL Instruction
(min/week)

JK-9

150 min/week

JK-9

150 min /
week

Whole school

Actual
Frequency of
SL Instruction
(min/week)

150
min/week

150 min /
week

Explanation
for
difference
(if
applicable)

Covid 19
cancelled
IL classes
March June 2020.
IL supports
continued
through
packages,
on the
land, etc.
Covid 19
cancelled
IL classes
March -
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opening exercises
at beginning of
day. Grades 1-9
for 15
minutes/day
totaling 75
minutes/week.

June 2020.
IL
supports
continued
through
packages,
on the
land, etc.

Weekly intensive
language
instruction at the
school camp will
be offered on
Mondays

E3ES

French

Gwich’in

Inuvialuktun

Immersion

Core

Core

JK-6

JK-6

JK-6

1500 mins/week

60 mins/week

60 mins/week

1500
mins/week

60
mins/week

60
mins/week

Covid 19
cancelled
French
classes
March June 2020
French
language
program
continued
with work
packages,
online
learning,
etc.

Covid 19
cancelled
IL classes
March June 2020.
IL
supports
continued
through
packages,
on the
land, etc.
Covid 19
cancelled
IL classes
March June 2020
IL
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supports
continued
through
packages,
on the
land, etc.

E3SS

Gwich’in

Inuvialuktun

Core

Core

7-9

7-9

131 min /week

131 min/week

720 min/week

French

Immersion

7-9

131 min
/week

131
min/week

720
min/week

Covid 19
cancelled
IL classes
March June 2020.
IL
supports
continued
through
packages,
on the
land, etc.
Covid 19
cancelled
IL classes
March June 2020.
IL
supports
continued
through
packages,
on the
land, etc.

Covid 19
cancelled
French
classes
March June 2020
French
language
program
continued
with work
packages,
online
learning,
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MKS

Gwich’in

Core
(Semester)

10-12

400 min/week

400
min/week

Inuvialuktun

Core
(Semester)

10-12

400 min/week

400
min/week

French

Core
(Semester)

10-12

400 min/week

400
min/week

Gwich’in

Core

225 mins / week

225 mins /
week

etc.

Covid 19
cancelled
IL classes
March June 2020.
IL supports
continued
through
packages,
on the land,
etc.
Covid 19
cancelled
IL classes
March June 2020.
IL supports
continued
through
packages,
on the land,
etc.
Covid 19
cancelled
French
Language
classes
March June 2020.
French
language
program
continued
with work
packages,
online
learning,
etc.
Covid 19
cancelled
IL classes
March -
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Inuvialuktun

Core

Inuvialuktun

Core

Inuvialuktun

Core

225 mins / week

225 mins /
week

JK-9

150 mins / week

150 mins /
week

JK-9

JK – 8 (35min a
day, 175 a week)

IS

Gr 9 (45 min a
day, 225 a week)

MS

HKE

JK – 8
(35min a
day, 175 a
week)

Gr 9 (45 min
a day, 225 a
week)
Inuinnaqtun

Core

JK-10

225 mins / week

225 mins /
week

June 2020.
IL supports
continued
through
packages,
on the land,
etc.

Covid 19
cancelled
IL classes
March June 2020,
IL supports
continued
through
packages,
on the land,
etc.
Covid 19
cancelled
IL classes
March June 2020.
IL supports
continued
through
packages,
on the land,
etc.
Covid 19
cancelled
IL classes
March June 2020.
IL
supports
continued
through
packages,
on the
land, etc.
Covid 19
cancelled
IL classes
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March June 2020.
IL
supports
continued
through
packages,
on the
land, etc.

AS

Inuvialuktun

Core

JK-9

225 mins/week

225
mins/week

Covid 19
cancelled
IL classes
March June 2020.
IL
supports
continued
through
packages,
on the
land, etc.

* One row per Language/per school
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3. Inclusive Schooling
The Ministerial Directive on Inclusive Schooling (2016) is supported annually by conditional
funding that is allocated to Education Bodies for programs, processes, and personnel that
meet expectations and standards identified in the Guidelines for Inclusive Schooling (2016),
to effectively support classroom teachers and improve student success. Inclusive Schooling
funding allows education bodies to provide support systems and services to enable all
students to be included as full participants in regular, age-appropriate classes within their
home communities.

Regional Inclusive Schooling Coordinators

Regional Inclusive Schooling Coordinators (RISCs) provide administrative and
programming leadership at the regional level to Inclusive Schooling based staff and to the
overall school team and environment to support classroom teachers in meeting the needs
of students.

The following table details the total number of allocated, budgeted and actual RISCs in
place to provide administrative and programming leadership at the regional level, and the
explanation for any variance between each.
Allocated
(PY)

Budgeted (PY)

1.0

1.0

Explanation for
Difference
(if applicable)

Actual
(PY)

Explanation for
Difference
(if applicable)

1.0
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Program Support Teachers
Program Support Teachers (PSTs) provide direct collaborative support to classroom
teachers as they develop instructional strategies to meet the needs of students.

The following table details the number of allocated, budgeted and actual PSTs in place to
provide direct collaborative support to schools, and the explanation for any variance
between each.
Allocate
d (PY)

Budgeted
(PY)

CJS

1.18

1.25

E3ES

1.0

3.25

1.0

MKS

2.32
1.08

2.32

0.5

0.5

School Name

CPNS
E3SS
IS

MS

2.0

HKS
AS

TOTAL

3.5

1.08
2.0

Explanation for
Difference
(if applicable)

Actual
(PY)

Difficult to schedule
1.18 so BDDEC
increased to 1.25

1.25

0.25 increased to add
additional support

3.5

1.0

2.32
1.08
0.5
2.0

1.02

1.02

1.02

13.34

13.67

13.67

1.0

1.0

Explanation for
Difference
(if applicable)

1.0
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Support Assistants
Support Assistants are individuals working in the school to support classroom teachers in
meeting the instructional and personal needs of students.

The following table details the number of allocated, budgeted and actual Support Assistants
in place to support classroom teachers in meeting the instructional and personal needs of
students, and the explanation for any variance between each.
Explanation for
Difference
(if applicable)

Allocate
d (PY)

Budgeted
(PY)

Aklavik

1.99

2.4

Fort McPherson

2.19

2.4

11.2

Ulukhaktok

1.88

1.6

6.4

4.0

7.2

10.4

10.4

Community

Inuvik – E3SS

11.31

Inuvik – E3ES

Additional support
added

Actual
(PY)
7.2

Paulatuk

0.93

1.6

6.4

Sachs Harbour

0.17

0.8

1.6

Tsiigehtchic

0.53

0.25

1.6

Tuktoyaktuk

3.70

3.70

5.6

Explanation for
Difference
(if applicable)

Additional support
added by BDDEC and
Jordan’s Principle

Additional SA’s
provided with Jordan’s
Principle
Jordan’s Principle
Funding and BDDEC
added additional
positions
Additional support
added by Jordan’s
Principle
Additional support
added by Jordan’s
Principle
Additional support
added by Jordan’s
Principle
Additional support
added by Jordan’s
Principle
Additional support
added by Jordan’s
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Principle

TOTAL

22.70

24.15

57.6

Additional funding
added to provide
support by BDDEC and
Jordan’s Principle

Inclusive Schooling - Staff Development
Specific funding is provided for education staff to provide or receive professional
development directly related to supporting student and inclusive education in the
classroom and school in general.

The following table details the total amount of allocated, budgeted and actual funding spent
on inclusive schooling professional development, and the explanation for any variance.
Allocated ($)

$170,282

Budgeted ($)

$170,282

Explanation for
Difference
(if applicable)

Actual
($)

$64,191.87

Explanation for
Difference
(if applicable)

COVID 19 cancelled
some training.
Remaining funding will
be rolled over for 202021.

The following table details the Inclusive Schooling Professional Development planned
during the upcoming school year:
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Type of
Training

Audience
Intended
(PSTs /
Educators /
Support
Assistants /
Principals)

SIVA training

New
Support
Assistants
in 1st or
2nd year

PST
In-services

Program
Support
Teachers
from
across
BDDEC

ECE approved
Software

All staff

Wellness (SelfAll Staff
Regulation)

Planned
Topic

SIVA Training is a
holistic,
relationship-based
model that
effectively utilizes
collaboration, goaldirection, selfmanagement and
healthy
empowerment to
strengthen
relationships and
create safety with
individuals with
challenging
behaviours and
complex needs

Student
Support
Plans &
IEP’s / Self
Regulation
PST Time
Use

Using TIENET
to complete
Inclusive
schooling
documents

Implementing
self-regulation
in the
classroom

Planned
Date &
Location

Inuvik
Feb 12-13
2020

Inuvik

Was the
training
held as
planned?
(Yes/No)

Yes

November
5th 6th 2019

Yes

The last week
of August 2019
and follow-up
training in
September

Yes

This will be ongoing in all
schools

If No, why not?

Date changed to Nov
28th & 29th 2019

Yes
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Inclusive
schooling
Directive

All Staff

30 Minutes
Problem
Solving

PSTs and
Teachers

Mental Health

All Staff

Removing
and/or
reducing
barriers by
increasing
support
services

School-based
support team
process

Trauma
informed
classrooms

Training to
take place
during
BDDEC Inservice, with
ongoing
follow-up
September
2019 with
follow-up
check-in for
supports
September
2019 and
follow-up
webinars

Yes

ECE supported during
Feb PD days.

Yes

Yes

The following table details the region’s approach to inclusive schooling Professional
Development, the relevance of the plan to regional and departmental priorities, and
includes regional performance indicators and targets set for the upcoming school year
related to inclusive schooling professional development, along with the achieved results,
the explanation for any variance between targets and results, noted areas of strength and
areas for development.

Regional approach to
Inclusive Schooling
Professional
Development and
relevance to regional and
departmental priorities,
for the school year.

Inclusive Schooling Professional Development is provided to staff to equip
them with requisite tools necessary for supporting students to reach their
fullest potential while learning in a common learning environment. Face –
Face PD courses and on-line courses are available to all school staff including
homeroom teachers, Program Support Teachers, and Support Assistants.
When needed, experts are contracted to provide additional training in
various topics.
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Regional Performance Indicators

Regional
Targets

Achieved
Results

% of educators that have been trained on
developing and implementing IEPs this
year.

100%

100%

% of educators that have been trained on
the use of flexible strategies this year.

100%

100%

100%

100%

% of principals that have been trained on
their leadership role related to Inclusive
Schooling this year.

100%

100%

100%

100%

% of Support Assistants who have been
trained on Inclusive Schooling this year.

100%

50%

% of Program Support Teachers who have
been trained on Inclusive Schooling this
year.

100%

100%

100%

100%

% of educators that have been trained on
developing and implementing SSPs this
year.
% of educators that have been trained on
the School-based Support Team process this
year.

% of educators that have been trained on
Assistive Technology this year.

Areas of Strength for the region

Explanation for Difference
(if applicable)

Jordan’s Principle hires
received SIVA training in
February. Difficult to bring in
SA’s with teachers due to the
size of Inuvik and hotel
availability. In 2020-21 we
will be developing more
online webinars. Also hiring a
consultant to work with new
SA’s.

BDDEC as a region has provided opportunities for
professional development for all staff to advance their
knowledge in Inclusive Schooling. Training has been
available both in person and on-line with courses meant to
equip staff with knowledge and skills for supporting
students with diverse needs to reach their fullest potential.

Some staff members have already been certified in a variety
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of courses including Self-Regulation, Insights to Behaviour
as well as WITS and LEADS. Additionally, all Program
Support Teachers have been trained in using TIENET to
store students documents including SSPs and IEPs. They
have become more competent in their responsibilities.
Collaboration and consultation among team members has
been great and ongoing. Where necessary, experts have
been contracted to provide specific training as needed.
During the COVID-19 pandemic, staff continued to access
training via Webinars.
Every year we receive new staff who need training in a
variety of areas of which some settle quickly and some
need more time to adjust.

Areas for Development for the region

Additional Comments/Requests for Support
for the region

BDDEC will continue to find better ways to train support
staff. Jordan’s Principle has significantly increased the
number of support staff BDDEC employs. Bringing all
Support Assistants together for an in-service is expensive
and near impossible to do with all teaching staff due to a
lack of accommodations in Inuvik. Consideration for a new
model of training for 2020-21 include a designated BDDEC
consultant for Support Assistant job embedded training.

A second PST in-service was planned for Spring 2020 but
cancelled because of COVID 19. VTRA training for school
admin and PST’s was scheduled for May 2020 but cancelled
because of COVID 19.

The following table details any Inclusive Schooling expertise or services contracted for
professional learning and capacity building initiatives, including the name of the
Contractor, the type of service, the reason the service was needed, the school(s) in which
the contractor worked, and the length of contract that was awarded throughout the school
year (not including members of the ECE Territorial-Based Support Team).
Name of
Contractor

Type of
Service

Reason for the
Service

Merrill Dean

Ed Psych
Service

To provide workshop/inservice/consultations/obs
ervations

School(s)
impacted
by Service
8 schools

Length of
Contract
October
2019 to May
2020

Total ($)
$172,000.00
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Assistive Technology
Assistive technology (AT) is any item, piece of equipment, or product system, whether
acquired commercially off-the-shelf, modified, or customized, that is used to increase,
maintain, or improve functional capabilities of a child with a disability.

The following table details the amount of allocated, budgeted and actual funding spent on
Assistive Technology per school, and the explanation for any variance between each.
Allocated ($)

Actual
($)

$236,135.67
$152,263

Actual
Assistive Technology
Purchased

Computer Hardware &
Software to support
students with learning
disabilities.

Total Over / Under
Allocation
($)

$83,872.67 additional
funding spent in response
to COVID 19 needs.
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Healing and Counselling
Healing and Counselling refer to strategies and supports designed to address behavioural, social,
emotional, and healing issues, including those related to the legacy of residential schooling.

The following table details the amount of allocated, budgeted and actual funding spent on Healing
and Counselling per school, and the explanation for any variance between each.
School Name

Aklavik

Fort McPherson

Ulukhaktok

Allocate
d ($)

$23,691

$24,736

$25,200

Inuvik – E3SS

Budgeted
($)

$23,691

$24,736

$25,200

$24,862

Explanation for
Difference
(if applicable)

Actual ($)

$14,214.60

$14,841.50

$15,120.00

$14,917.20

$64,862
Inuvik – E3ES

$40,000

$23,150.80

Explanation for
Difference
(if applicable)

Guest speaker trips
were cancelled due
to COVID 19.
Additional funds will
be rolled over to
2020-21.
Guest speaker trips
were cancelled due
to COVID 19.
Additional funds will
be rolled over to
2020-21.
Guest speaker trips
were cancelled due
to COVID 19.
Additional funds will
be rolled over to
2020-21.
Guest speaker trips
were cancelled due
to COVID 19.
Additional funds will
be rolled over to
2020-21.
Guest speaker trips
were cancelled due
to COVID 19.
Additional funds will
be rolled over to
2020-21.
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Paulatuk

Sachs Harbour

Tsiigehtchic

Tuktoyaktuk

TOTAL

$19,812

$15,564

$16,615

$34,435

$224,915

$19,812

$15,564

$16,615

$34,435

$224,915

$11,887.30

$9,338.40

$9,969.00

$20,661.00

$134,109.08

Guest speaker trips
were cancelled due
to COVID 19.
Additional funds will
be rolled over to
2020-21.
Guest speaker trips
were cancelled due
to COVID 19.
Additional funds will
be rolled over to
2020-21.
Guest speaker trips
were cancelled due
to COVID 19.
Additional funds will
be rolled over to
2020-21.

Guest speaker trips
were cancelled due
to COVID 19.
Additional funds will
be rolled over to
2020-21.
Guest speaker trips
were cancelled due
to COVID 19. Schools
visits from
Educational
Psychologist Merril
Dean to support
social, emotional
issues were
cancelled from
March 2020-June
2020. Additional
funds will be rolled
over to 2020-21.
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Alignment of Student Supports
In order to support all students within the Common Learning Environment as per 9.1c in the
Ministerial Directive on Inclusive Schooling (2016), it is critical that student supports are aligned.
Student Support Plans (SSPs) and Individual Education Plans (IEPs) can be reviewed and changed
at any time, but must be reviewed at least once every reporting period (3-4 times per year).

The following table details the region’s approach to ensure that student supports aligned to the
goals stated in their SSPs and/or IEPs, including regional performance indicators and targets set for
the upcoming school year, along with the achieved results, the explanation for any variance
between targets and results, noted areas of strength and areas for development.

Regional approach to
ensure that student
supports are aligned to
the goals stated in SSPs
and IEPs.

The BDDEC RISC as well one BDDEC Assistant Superintendent will support
PD for PST’s on SSP’s and IEP’s. Continue with implementation of working
documents such as SSPs/IEPs and review to ensure they are not just a long
list of good teaching practices but are reflective of specific needs.

Regional Performance Indicators
% of SSPs and IEPs that will be finalized in
Tienet by November 30 of the upcoming
school year.
% of IEPs that will be reviewed and revised
(if necessary) at each reporting period.
% of teachers implementing all required
supports identified in SSP/IEPs by the first
reporting period.
Number of students not able to participate
in the Common Learning Environment in
their home community.

Regional
Targets

Achieved
Results

100%

100%

100%

90%

100%

90%

3

3

Explanation for variance

Getting parents in for
consent and signatures
has been a challenge at
times.

Slow implementation of
IEPs because of late
and/or lack of
signatures from
caregivers.
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% of teachers using Class Profiles (Class
Reviews) in their lesson planning.

100%

90%

% of schools using differentiated lesson
plans that reflect the requirements of SSPs
and IEPs.

100%

90%

12

12

Number of students in temporary residency
situations or homebound for whom
education programs are provided.

Number of times per month that the RISC
meets with PSTs via video/phone
conference?
Number of times per year that the RISC
meet with the PSTs in person

Areas of Strength for the region

Monthly
(minimum)

Three times
a year
(Minimum)

Some schools have had
teachers starting late in
the year.

New teachers continue
to learn about
differentiating
instruction.

The RISC
meets with
PSTs regularly
via phone
calls, text
messages, and
emails; and
once a month
via video
conferencing.

3-5 times
depending on
the needs of
the school.

Inclusive Schooling has a strong network where
everyone is supported. This year we had more
experienced PSTs than the year before. We have been
working together as a team to support students to
learn in a common learning environment.
Additionally, we have been working collaboratively
with integrated services including the Speech and
Language Pathologists, Occupational Therapists, and
Educational Psychologists to make sure all students’
needs are met in good time. Provision of resources
has helped in facilitating the implementation of SSPs
and IEPs.
PSTs, supported by the RISC and Assistant
Superintendent have taken the lead on building good
relationships with families who have children with
complex needs.
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BDDEC provides many opportunities for professional
development to all staff including PECS, Self-Reg, Non
Violent Crisis Intervention, SIVA, ASSIST and Self Care
training in 2019-20. Partnerships with ECE and local
Indigenous governments help provide more PD
opportunities for BDDEC staff.

Areas for Development for the region

It was challenging to provide services to students in
homes where there was no internet during the
COVID-19 pandemic. For example, Speech and
Language Services that normally happen over
Teleconference were not possible. BDDEC provided
modems and turbo sticks to families in response to
internet needs. BDDEC has applied for funding to
purchase electronic tablets and laptops for students in
2020-21.

Additional Comments for the region
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Flexible Instructional Strategies
Instructional strategies are techniques that teachers use to help students become independent,
strategic learners. Principals are required to support teachers and support assistants in the use of
flexible instructional strategies, such as scheduling allocation of resources, or leading staff
development.
The following table details the region’s approach to ensure that principals create conditions to
support teachers in the use of flexible instructional strategies, and includes regional performance
indicators and targets set for the upcoming school year, along with the achieved results, the
explanation for any variance between targets and results, noted areas of strength and areas for
development.
Regional approach to
ensure that principals
create conditions to
support teachers in the
use of flexible
instructional strategies.

Supporting teachers to create environments that allow for students with
varying needs to work in a more flexible learning environment. There will be
a focus on theory-to-practice support for classroom teachers, in instructional
strategies. Training for teachers in the area of differentiated instruction and
modification of program delivery will be provided for all school staff
members.

Regional Performance Indicators
% of teachers who receive support through
equitable scheduled time with PST.
% of support assistants who receive
support through adequate scheduled time
with PST.

% of principals who ensure that a student’s
instruction is primarily provided by the
classroom teacher within the common
learning environment.

% of classroom teachers who will meet with
the PST at least once a month.
% of support assistants who will meet with
PST at least once a month.

Regional
Targets

Achieved
Results

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

90%

100%

100%

100%

Explanation for variance

Some students are in and
out of their classrooms due
to their complex needs.

100%
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% of support assistants who have regularly
scheduled meeting times with the
teacher(s) they work with.

100%

100%

% of schools that have a fair process for
equitable access to extracurricular
activities.

100%

100%

100%

100%

% schools that ensure access to appropriate
curricular activities that utilize flexible
instructional strategies.

Areas of Strength for the region

Areas for Development for the region

Additional Comments for the region

Training in use of flexible instructional strategies has
been available to all staff. In person follow-up and
coaching for teachers and support assistants have
been provided.

BDDEC provides time, materials and resources to staff
for use in supporting the education of students in a
common learning environment.
During the COVID-19 season, modified learning
packages and resources were sent home for students
to continue with learning at home. BDDEC staff
continued to follow-up and support students through
phone calls, Facetime, and Facebook.
There has been continuous collaboration and virtual
meetings among school Principals, PSTs, the RISC,
Teachers, and Support Assistants, and families to
report on students’ progress as students learn from
home.

COVID 19 pandemic negatively impacted staff
members and students who learn and work best face
to face.

In response to COVID 19 PST’s provided user-friendly
visual schedules to parents and/or caregivers with
precise information regarding establishing routines at
home. Program Support Teachers (PSTs) and Support
Assistants (SAs) followed up with families to ensure
routines are customized/tailored to each individual
family’s needs. Learning materials were prepared with
modifications to fit the home environment. All
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assignments included simple instructions in a step by
step format. Packages were prepared with
differentiated instruction in mind to meet the
changing dynamics and learning environments of
home school settings.
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School-based Support Team
The School-based Support Team (SBST) operates under the leadership of the principal to assist
classroom teachers with developing and implementing instructional and/or management
strategies, SSPs or IEPs, and to coordinate support resources for students. The team also develops
strategies to support classroom teachers in meeting students’ needs and to reduce barriers to
students’ success in learning; solve specific problems; address systemic issues as well as those that
are teacher or student specific; and maintain documentation, as per the reporting requirements.
SBSTs are encouraged to meet regularly (typically weekly), and to keep written records of their
meetings.
The following table details the region’s approach to ensure that the SBST, under the leadership of
the principal with co-leadership by PST(s), is involved to support teachers to meet the needs of all
of their students. It includes regional performance indicators and targets set for the upcoming
school year, along with the achieved results, the explanation for any variance between targets and
results, noted areas of strength and areas for development.

Regional approach to
ensure that the SBST is in
place in each school and is
operating effectively as
per the directive.

The implementation of flexible instructional strategies would be enhanced
and new teachers will be able to utilize the SBST supports in a more effective
manner.

Regional
Targets

Achieved
Results

% of schools that have an established and
operational SBST by the end of the first
month of school.

100%

100%

% of schools that are using a referral
process to notify SBST about specific
student needs.

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Regional Performance Indicators

% of teachers who know how to access the
SBST

% of schools that keep written records of
SBST meetings.

Explanation for variance
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School Specific
Performance Indicators

Please list the frequency
and duration of planned
SBST meetings by school.
(month/minutes)

All schools in BDDEC established their SBSTs at the
beginning of the school year and they have been very
active in assessing students’ needs, completing
referrals and following up to make sure each
individual student’s needs are met.
School profiles and referral processes will be
standardized in 2020-21 with support from BDDEC
and ECE.

School

School Targets

Achieved Results

CJS

30 minutes per student
based on #of
referrals/month

SBST teams
averaged 30 mins
per student / month

CPNS

monthly for 60 minutes
(PST, principal, RISC,
SBST teacher, SBST SA,
and invited BDDEC small
school PST) for referrals
and intakes

monthly for 60
minutes (PST,
principal, RISC, SBST
teacher, SBST SA, and
invited BDDEC small
school PST) for
referrals and intakes

240 mins/month

240 mins/month

E3SS

4 times a month,
approx.. 80
minutes/meeting

4 times a month,
approx.. 80
minutes/meeting
(Achieved)

MKS

Twice a week for two
separate hours

E3ES

Twice a week for
two separate hours
(Achieved prior to
COVID 19)

Explanation for
variance
SBST meetings
occurred less
frequently as a
result of COVID
19.
SBST meetings
occurred less
frequently as a
result of COVID
19.
SBST meetings
occurred less
frequently as a
result of COVID
19.
SBST meetings
occurred less
frequently as a
result of COVID
19.
SBST meetings
occurred less
frequently as a
result of COVID
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19.

IS

Daily

Daily (Achieved)

SBST meetings
occurred less
frequently as a
result of COVID
19.

MS

One hour bi weekly

One hour bi weekly
(Achieved)

HKE

Minimum 180 mins a
month. 45 minutes
weekly meeting with
Principal, Vice Principal,
PST, Instructional Coach,
Referring Teacher, S.A. if
applicable (Parent or
guardian depending on
level of intervention)
Outside agencies where
necessary

SBST meetings
occurred less
frequently as a
result of COVID
19.

Meetings occurred as
scheduled with
additional meetings if
necessary until school
closure.

SBST meetings
occurred less
frequently as a
result of COVID
19.

Weekly 30 mins

Weekly 30 mins
(Achieved)

SBST meetings
occurred less
frequently as a
result of COVID
19.

AS
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Review of SSPs and IEPs
SSPs and IEPs should be discussed with parents and guardians. However, as per the NWT
Education Act, IEPs additionally require the explicit consent of the student’s parent or
guardian, typically recognized by a signature on the IEP.

The following table details the region’s approach to ensure that IEPs and SSPs are updated
and reviewed in consultation with parents, students, SBST members, education body staff,
and other professionals as required, and includes regional performance indicators and
targets set for the upcoming school year, along with the achieved results, the explanation
for any variance between targets and results, noted areas of strength and areas for
development.

Regional approach to
ensure that IEPs and SSPs
are updated and reviewed
in consultation with
parents, students, SBST
members, education body
staff, and other
professionals as required.

Improve collaboration between home and school with more active
participation so that relevant changes, current performances and
action plans can be more easily implemented.

Weekly SBST meetings will occur in all schools with core members-the
principal, PST, counselor, relevant teacher (s), and occasional
members such as parents on as needed basis.

Regional Performance Indicators

Regional
Targets

Achieved
Results

% of teachers completing SSPs for student
requiring them in consultation with
parents.

100%

100%

% of parents given the opportunity to
participate in developing SSPs for those
students requiring them.

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

90%

% of teachers completing IEPs for student
requiring them in consultation with
parents.

% of parents participating in developing
IEPs for those students requiring them.

Explanation for variance

Some parents have been
invited to participate in IEP
meetings but didn’t show
up even with multiple
follow-up invitations.
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% of students participating in developing
their own SSPs, when required and
appropriate.

100%

% of students participating in developing
their own IEP, when required and
appropriate.

100%

Areas of Strength for the region

Areas for Development for the region
Additional Comments for the region

80%

70%

Some of the students have
been unable to participate
because they are young
and/or have complex needs
Some of the students have
been unable to participate
because they are young
and/or have complex needs
such as Autism

In 2018-19 there were 733 students on student
support plans. In 2019-20, thanks to universal design,
collaboration between PST’s, teachers, school admin,
parents and students the number was reduced to 509.
Which is a reduction of 224 SSP’s (30.5% reduction
rate).
BDDEC has provided opportunities for staff to learn
more about Educational Programming Options in the
NWT. All Program Support Teachers have been
trained in the development of student support plans
(SSPs) and Individualized Education Plans (IEPs). All
student plans are stored in TIENET and hard copies
are stored in student files and locked in cabinets.
More students can participate in the development of
their own IEPs as we move towards “I Can
Statements.” This is in progress.
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PST Activities
In carrying out their role, the PST will focus on activities and functions that directly support
classroom teachers to meet the needs of their students. The Inclusive Schooling Directive
provides guidance for this by setting out PST priority time-use targets:
● a minimum of 60% of the PST’s time should be devoted to teacher support
activities
● no more than 25% of the PST’s time should be spend working directly with
students (commonly Tier 3 students –those with more complex needs)
● maximum of 15% of the time used for other functions
The following table details the region’s approach to ensure that PSTs align their time use, to the
best of their ability, to the PST Priority Time-Use targets, and includes regional performance
indicators and targets set for the upcoming school year, along with the achieved results, the
explanation for any variance between targets and results, noted areas of strength and areas for
development.

Regional approach to
ensure that PSTs align
their time use, to the best
of their ability, to the PST
Priority Time-Use targets.

All PST’s in 2019-2020 in BDDEC will spend no less than 60 % of their
time engaged in activities directly supporting classrooms. The PST
priorities are set at the beginning of the school year based on student
need and reinforced by the administration.

Regional Performance Indicators

Regional
Targets

Achieved
Results

% of PSTs meeting the 60% benchmark of
their time directly supporting teachers.

100%

90%

% of PSTs meeting the 25% benchmark of
their time directly supporting students.

100%

100%

100%

100%

% of PSTs spending no more than 15% of
their time on planning and organizational
duties

Explanation for variance

Some of the PSTs spent less
than 60% supporting
teachers because they were
planning for classes that
had no teachers or were
attending to other
administrative duties.
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A majority of PSTs spent 60% of their time supporting
teachers in the classrooms. BDDEC invited PSTs for
inservice regarding time allocation for different
activities (25%-working with students, 15%organization, and 60%-supporting teachers). Through
this training, PSTs became more efficient in
scheduling. Support for PSTs was provided during
school visits by the RISC.

Being fully staffed for the entire academic year. In
some schools, some classes didn’t have teachers and
were depending on substitute teachers. In the absence
of a teacher the PST has to do the planning for the
class.
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4. Indigenous Languages and Education
As set out in the Education Act, the NWT education system recognizes the relationship
between languages, culture and learning, and that school programs must be based on the
cultures of the NWT. The 2018 NWT JK-12 Indigenous Languages and Education (ILE) Policy
highlights the ongoing commitment of ECE and Education Bodies in welcoming all students
within learning environments that centre, respect, and promote Indigenous worldviews,
cultures and languages of the community in which the school is located. The ILE Policy is
supported annually by conditional funding that is allocated to Education Bodies to provide
Indigenous language education and enhance cultural teaching and learning within NWT
schools.

Regional Indigenous Language and Education Coordinators

The Regional Indigenous Language and Education (RILE) Coordinator provides a
centralized leadership role in coordinating Indigenous Language instruction and
Indigenous education programs and activities in the region.

The following table details the total number of allocated, budgeted and actual RILE
Coordinators in place to provide centralized leadership at the regional level, and the
explanation for any difference between each.
Allocated
(PY)

1.00

Budgeted
(PY)

1.5

Explanation for
difference
(if applicable)

0.5 PY for Indigenizing
Education Coordinator
working with
RILE & Assistant
Superintendent.
1.0 PY RILE

Actual
(PY)

1.5

Explanation for
difference
(if applicable)

0.5 RILE funding used
to support
Indigenizing
Education
Coordinator position.
Position and funding
will be reassessed in
2020-21.
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Indigenous Language Instructors
Indigenous Language Instructors provide Indigenous languages instruction to JK-12
students in NWT schools. The following table details the number of allocated, budgeted and
actual Indigenous Language Instructors in place to provide direct collaborative support to
schools, and the explanation for any difference between each.
Community

Allocated
(PY)

Budgeted
(PY)

2.0

1.0

Elders support
language learning

1.0

3.5

Indigenous Music
Instruction

0.50

N/A

1.45

Fort
McPherson

2.0

1.57

1.5

Inuvik – E3SS
Inuvik – E3ES
Paulatuk

1.37
5.54
1.00

Sachs
Harbour

0.50

Tsiigehtchic

0.75

Tuktoyaktuk

2.39

TOTAL

14.57

Actual
(PY)

Budgeted more than
allocation to support
2 classes

Aklavik

Ulukhaktok

Explanation for
difference
(if applicable)

3.0

1.00

0.75
2.5

15.75

N/A

1.5

On the Land
Coordinator

3.0

N/A

N/A

On the Land
Coordinator

Explanation for
difference
(if applicable)

3.5
1.0
0.5

0.75
2.5

15.75
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Indigenous Education
Indigenous Education funding supports the operation and maintenance of Indigenous
education programs and activities in NWT schools. All NWT schools are expected to work
towards creating a welcoming environment in the school through building the schoolcommunity relationship, offering teacher training, and employing a whole-school approach
to Indigenous language use, including Elders in Schools and Teacher Cultural Orientation;
and Indigenizing education through Indigenizing teaching and learning practices,
Indigenizing content of curricula and programming, and offering key cultural experiences.

The following table details the total amount of allocated, budgeted and actual funding spent
on Indigenous Education to create welcoming environments and Indigenizing education in
each school, and the explanation for any difference between each.
Explanation for
difference
(if applicable)

Community

Allocated
($)

Budgeted
($)

Aklavik

$40,200

$40,200

$2,348.00

$43,800

$6,196.25

$59,290

$10,139.71

$36,500

$2,354.41

$42,600

$37,264.47

Fort
McPherson

Ulukhaktok
Inuvik – E3SS
Inuvik – E3ES
Paulatuk
Sachs
Harbour

$40,200
$43,800
$84,700
$36,500
$36,500

Tsiigehtchic

$34,500

Tuktoyaktuk

$42,600

Actual
($)

$40,200

$13,332.29

$25,410

$6,420.54

$36,500

$2,574.79

$34,500

$3,524.36

Explanation for
difference
(if applicable)

Roll over funds due
to COVID 19
Roll over funds due
to COVID 19
Roll over funds due
to COVID 19
Roll over funds due
to COVID 19
Roll over funds due
to COVID 19
Roll over funds due
to COVID 19
Roll over funds due
to COVID 19
Roll over funds due
to COVID 19
Roll over funds due
to COVID 19
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TOTAL $359,000

$359,000

$84,154.82

Roll over funds due
to COVID 19

Building the School-Community Relationship
Building the School-Community Relationship depends on schools’ recognition that
communities have many assets and much to offer the education system. It is important for
school staff to involve parents and community in school planning and activities, and to
share with them the school goals wherever possible to create a welcoming environment.
The following table details the region’s approach to ensure that schools make efforts to
build the school community relationship, and includes regional and school level
performance indicators and targets set for the upcoming school year, along with the
achieved results, the explanation for any difference between targets and results, noted
areas of strength and areas for development.
Regional approach to
build the schoolcommunity relationship
in all schools.

ILE Committee at each school reports to Regional Indigenizing
Education Team (RILE, Indigenizing Coordinator & Assistant
Superintendent).

Regional Performance Indicators

Regional
Targets

Achieved
Results

% of schools with an Indigenous
Languages and Education (ILE)
Committee

100%

100%

% of schools hosting community
gatherings rooted in local cultures

100%

100%

100%

% of schools with Elders in Schools
programming

Explanation for
difference

100%
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BDDEC schools consistently hire Elders to assist with cultural
programming. Elders advise and help with cultural events to
create authentic learning for our students. Our schools host a
variety of events and programs which involve community and
celebrate important seasonal and cultural traditions.

All schools have an ILE committee established to create and
facilitate ILE action plans. BDDEC is aiming to expand
membership and streamline activities of the ILE committees in
BDDEC schools.
All schools follow a cultural calendar in 2020-21.

Additional Comments for the region
School Specific
Performance Indicators

Type and frequency of
involvement of Elders in
each school
(i.e. Part-time/fulltime/project or event
specific)

School

CJS

School Targets

Achieved
Results

Cultural
orientation;
Demonstrations
when planning
around Dene Kede;
On the land
planning and
delivery; Language
revitalization;
Language mentors;
storytelling

Cultural
orientation;
Demonstrations
when planning
around Dene Kede;
On the land
planning and
delivery; Language
revitalization;
Language mentors;
storytelling

Whole school:
supporting the ILE to
prepare materials in the
Gwich’ya Gwich’in dialect,
supporting cultural
activities at the school
camp, providing guidance
in the observance of Dene
laws

Whole school:
supporting the ILE to
prepare materials in the
Gwich’ya Gwich’in dialect,
supporting cultural
activities at the school
camp, providing guidance
in the observance of Dene
laws

(Ongoing)

CPNS

(Ongoing)

Project/event specific:
teachers of cultural skills,

Explanation for
difference

COVID 19 impacted
programming March
to June 2020.

(Complete)

(Complete)

Project/event specific:
teachers of cultural skills,

COVID 19 impacted
programming March
to June 2020.
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passing on traditional
knowledge & oral history
·
JK-G3: plants &
medicines, fish
cutting, snaring,
preparing rabbit
meat
·
G4-G9: meat
preparation &
preservation,
medicine
preparation,
sewing, camp
preparation,
winter hunt,
canoe trip

passing on traditional
knowledge & oral history
·
JK-G3: plants &
medicines, fish
cutting, snaring,
preparing rabbit
meat
·
G4-G9: meat
preparation &
preservation,
medicine
preparation,
sewing, camp
preparation,
winter hunt,
canoe trip

E3ES

JK/K to Grade Six
– at least
one/month

E3SS

Breakfast Program
in the language
(daily)
-On the Land
In-Class Participation
(Part-Time, Event
Specific monthly)

JK/K to Grade Six
– at least
one/month
completed up
until March 2020

MKS

Language Class
Support (daily)
On the Land or
Specific areas of
teachings
(monthly)

Seasonal / Once a
year.

IS
MS

Traditional Skills
/ Language
(weekly)
Storytellers
(monthly)

Seasonal / Once a
year. COMPLETE

Breakfast Program
in the language
(daily) COMPLETE
-On the Land
In-Class
Participation
(Part-Time, Event
Specific monthly
COMPLETE)

Language Class
Support (daily)
On the Land or
Specific areas of
teachings
(monthly)
Complete

Traditional Skills
/ Language
(weekly)
Complete
Storytellers
(monthly)

COVID 19 impacted
programming March
to June 2020.
Breakfast program
was discontinued
with school closure
March to June 2020.

COVID 19 impacted
programming March
to June 2020.
COVID 19 impacted
programming March
to June 2020.
COVID 19 impacted
programming March
to June 2020.
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Crafts (weekly)

Crafts (weekly)

OTL Activities
(monthly)

OTL Activities
(monthly)

Every week. Full
Time Cultural
Coordinator

In class support for
indigenizing content,
language acquisition,
culture programs,
OTL support,
translation, liaison to
community elders
and organizations.
Support to ensure
authenticity of
activity and the
alignment of activity
was in keeping with
traditional time of
the Inuvialuit culture
(Return of the sun,
harvesting, drum
dance, songs, arctic
sports, etc).

COVID 19 impacted
programming March
to June.

Every Week with
story telling and
cultural
teachings.
Complete

COVID 19 impacted
programming March
to June 2020.

Arctic
Sports (three
times a year)

Whole School
Language
activities
(monthly)

HKS

AS

Type of activities provided
through Elders in Schools
(description/grades)

CJS
CPNS

10 special events.
Two times monthly
in the IL classroom.

Every Week with
story telling and
cultural
teachings.

Story telling
Trapping
Cultural Activities

Arctic
Sports (three
times a year)

10 special events.
Two times monthly
in the IL classroom.
Achieved

Story telling
Trapping
Cultural

COVID 19 impacted
programming March
to June 2020.

COVID 19 impacted
programming March
to June 2020.
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(weekly)

E3ES
E3SS

MKS

IS

MS

HKS

Activities
(Achieved)

Language Support;
Reading Support;
Cultural Support
(weekly)

Language Support;
Reading Support;
Cultural Support
(Complete)

COVID 19 impacted
programming March
to June 2020.

Elders will be utilized in
classrooms and out on
the land for JK-12
(Classroom story telling
visits weekly)
On The Land Guide (two
times a year)
(Elders annual feast)

Elders utilized in
classrooms and out
on the land for JK-12
(Classroom story
telling visits weekly)
On The Land Guide
(two times a year)
(Elders annual
feast)
Complete

COVID 19impacted
programming March
to June 2020.

Story telling
Cultural Activities
(weekly)

Story telling
Cultural Activities
(monthly)
Story telling
Cultural Activities
(monthly)
Musk-Ox Harvest
- Fox Trapping
- On The Land
Safety/Camp Setup
- Igloo Building
- Plant
Collecting/identificat
ion
- Ice Conditions
- Traditional Stories
- Animal Tracking
- Seal Harvest
- Language Camp –

Story telling
Cultural
Activities
(Complete)

Story telling
Cultural
Activities
(monthly)
Complete
Story telling
Cultural
Activities
(monthly)
Complete

Musk-Ox Harvest
- On The Land
Safety/Camp Setup
- Plant
Collecting/identifica
tion
- Ice Conditions
- Traditional Stories
- Animal Tracking
- Language Camp –
Fall
- Traditional Tool
Making

COVID 19 impacted
programming March
to June 2020.

COVID 19 impacted
programming March
to June 2020.
COVID 19 impacted
programming March
to June 2020.
HKS has an ongoing
partnership with
Nunamin who provide
language and culture
revitalization classes.
Partnership with
Nunamin
- Fox Trapping
- Igloo Building
- Net setting
Covid-19 Closure
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Fall
- Language Camp –
Spring
- Net setting
- Traditional Tool
Making
- Elder Studies
- Traditional Foods
- Cultural Sewing
- Carving

(Cultural activities
every week and are
seasonal)

Traditional cooking

AS

Type and frequency of
school-community
gatherings (family fun
nights, feasts, etc.) offered
to build school-community
relationships

CPNS

Traditional cooking

Preparation of Game

Story Telling

Story Telling

Guiding

(monthly)

- Seal Harvest
- Language Camp –
Spring

(Cultural activities
every week and are
seasonal)

Preparation of Game

(Twice a month)
Feast, Family nights
and cultural
activities

CJS

- Elder Studies
- Traditional Foods
- Cultural Sewing
- Carving

Guiding

(monthly)

COVID 19 impacted
programming March
to June 2020.

Complete

(Twice a month)
Feast, Family nights
and cultural
activities

Immersion Camp(s)
with
Elders/community
members invited
happens two times a
year

Immersion Camp(s)
with
Elders/community
members invited
twice a year
(Complete)

CPNS – Elders in Schools
funding will be used for:
language support, cultural
support, on-the-land
programming, KCEs
All grades
·
Fish feast in the
fall to celebrate
fish camp
·
Traditional foods
feast with

CPNS – Elders in Schools
funding will be used for:
language support, cultural
support, on-the-land
programming, KCEs
All grades
·
Fish feast in the
fall to celebrate
fish camp
·
Traditional foods
feast with

COVID 19 did impact
programming March
to June 2020.

17 OTL camps for
the year in total for
CJS were complete.

COVID 19 did impact
programming March
to June 2020.
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Gwich’in
language games
in
October/Novemb
er to celebrate fall
hunting and
gathering

Elders activities
happen weekly

E3ES

E3SS

MKS

IS

MS

JK/K to Grade Six – at
least one/month
Feasts
Elders/community
invited to assemblies
Family Fun nights
Feasts
Assemblies
Dinners
Community Nights
AWG’s
Minimum once a
month

Gwich’in
language games
in
October/Novemb
er to celebrate
fall hunting and
gathering

Elders activities
happen weekly

JK/K to Grade Six –
at least one/month
Feasts
Elders/community
invited to assemblies
Family Fun nights
Complete
Feasts
Assemblies
Dinners
Community Nights
AWG’s
Minimum once a
month Complete

Family fun night
(NAAWW), Open
house (meet new
teachers),
Grandparents Day,
Christmas gathering,
Elders feast, Library
events.
(monthly and
seasonal)

Family fun night
(NAAWW), Open
house (meet new
teachers),
Grandparents Day,
Christmas gathering,
Elders feast, Library
events.
Complete

JK/K to Grade Six – at
least one/month
Culture/Literacy
Nights
Feasts
Christmas gathering

JK/K to Grade Six –
at least one/month
Culture/Literacy
Nights
Feasts
Christmas gathering
Complete

Part Time
Event/Project
Specific
All Grades
Family Night

Part Time
Event/Project
Specific
All Grades
Family Night

COVID 19 did impact
programming March
to June 2020.
COVID 19 did impact
programming from
March to Jun 2020.

COVID 19 did impact
programming March
to June 2020.
Partnership with
Nunamin
- Return of the
Sun
- Demo nights
- language nights
- Storytelling

COVID 19 did impact
programming March
to June 2020.
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Literacy Night
Cultural events
AWG
Hand games

Cafes offered twice a
month.
Family Literacy
Nights
Board game nights

Cafes offered twice a
month.
Family Literacy
Nights
Board game nights

Elder Celebration – 3
a year
Breakfasts – 4 a year
Community Lunch –
2 a year
Fall Outing - October
Christmas Games –
December
Easter Celebration –
April
Spring Outing – May
Arctic Café – biweekly

Elder Celebration – 3
a year
Breakfasts – 4 a year
Community Lunch –
2 a year
Fall Outing - October
Christmas Games –
December
Easter Celebration –
April
Spring Outing – May
Arctic Café – biweekly (Complete)

Community Feast

HKS

AS

Literacy Night
Cultural events
AWG
Hand games
(Complete)

Minimum once a
month
All Grades
Elder’s Feasts
Christmas
Yard Sales
Mother’s Day
Father’s Day
Easter Feasts
Cultural Nights

Community Feast

Minimum once a
month
All Grades
Elder’s Feasts
Christmas
Yard Sales
Mother’s Day
Father’s Day
Easter Feasts
Cultural Nights
(Complete)

COVID 19 did impact
programming March
to June.

COVID 19 did impact
programming March
to June.
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Strengthening Training for Northern Educators
Strengthening training for Northern educators is essential in order to provide educators
with the background and context from which they can learn more about the community in
which they live and work. This provides the foundation for educators to contribute to the
ongoing development of positive relationships with students, parents, and the community
at large.

The following table details the region’s approach to Strengthen Training for Northern
Educators, and includes regional and school level performance indicators and targets set
for the upcoming school year, along with the achieved results, the explanation for any
difference between targets and results, noted areas of strength and areas for development.

Regional approach to
strengthen training for
Northern Educators,
including % of current
teachers who have
received Residential
Schools Awareness
training.

All schools will be in-serviced on draft ILE handbook. All staff including
support assistants, custodians and school secretaries participate in
cultural orientation days. 100% of teachers will receive Residential
School Awareness training.

Regional Performance Indicators

Type of regional gatherings training
provided to strengthen training for
Northern educators, and % of staff that
participated (Cultural Orientation Days,
ILE workshops and in-services, etc.)
% of schools holding Teacher Cultural
Orientation Days

Type of Residential School Awareness
Training provided and # of
teachers/staff participants

Regional
Targets

Achieved
Results

Explanation for
difference

6 days
3 day BDDEC
In-services
2 day Cultural
orientation
days.
3 ILE
workshops
held annually

6 days
3 day BDDEC Inservices
2 day Cultural
orientation days.
2 ILE workshops

1 ILE workshop was
cancelled due to COVID
19

Elders
support
Blanket
Activity
All staff

Returning staff
attended cultural
activities which
included
Residential
School awareness

100%

100%

The RILE planned an
inclusive training session
for new staff and
organized events for
returning staff that
supplemented learning
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elements and new
staff were given
Residential
School Awareness
sessions on the
land with Elders
and support
personnel.

Areas of Strength for the region

Areas for Development for the region

Additional Comments for the region

they had received through
the blanket exercise in the
2018-2019 school year.

BDDEC staff are given many opportunities for
professional learning about Residential Schools
through the fall orientation, as well as the school based
cultural orientation days. The school based training
days provide staff with stories of their local Elders and
resource people, as well as, provide dialogue
surrounding the ways in which the school and the staff
can have increased knowledge of the community’s
history with the Residential School System. In
addition, BDDEC schools have access to a support
network for training in the new OLC, the ILEH and the
integration of the Dene Kede and Inuuqatigiit curricula
through the Regional Indigenous Languages and
Education team.
As we move forward, there will be an increased
emphasis on collaboration between ILI’s and
classroom teachers as well as accessing the knowledge
and skills of the local support staff. There are many
ways the new OLC and cultural curricula support
classroom instruction and this will be an important
focal area for the 2020-2021 school year.
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School Specific
Performance Indicators

School

School Targets

Achieved
Results

CJS

100%
Cultural
Excursions
involving Elders
and local guides
on Cultural
Orientation Days

100%
Cultural
Excursions
involving Elders
and local guides
on Cultural
Orientation Days

CPNS

Type of activities and % of
school staff participating in
school organized Cultural
Orientation Days.

E3ES

E3SS

MKS

100%
Cultural
Excursions
involving Elders
and local guides
on Cultural
Orientation Days
100%
Cultural
Excursions
involving Elders
and local guides
on Cultural
Orientation Days
100%
Cultural
Excursions
involving Elders
and local guides
on Cultural
Orientation Days
100%
Cultural
Excursions
involving Elders
and local guides
on Cultural
Orientation Days

100%
Cultural
Excursions
involved Elders
and local guides
on Cultural
Orientation Days
100%
Cultural
Excursions
involved Elders
and local guides
on Cultural
Orientation Days
100%
Cultural
Excursions
involved Elders
and local guides
on Cultural
Orientation Days
100%
Cultural
Excursions
involved Elders
and local guides
on Cultural
Orientation Days

Explanation for
difference

COVID 19 did
impact
programming
March to June.
COVID 19 did
impact
programming
March to June.
COVID 19 did
impact
programming
March to June.
COVID 19 did
impact
programming
March to June.
COVID 19 did
impact
programming
March to June.
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IS

MS

HKS

AS
Number of local resource
people involved in
planning and delivering
Cultural Orientation Days.

CJS

100%
Cultural
Excursions
involving Elders
and local guides
on Cultural
Orientation Days

100%
Cultural
Excursions
involving Elders
and local guides
on Cultural
Orientation Days
100%
Cultural
Excursions
involving Elders
and local guides
on Cultural
Orientation Days
100%
Cultural
Excursions
involving Elders
and local guides
on Cultural
Orientation Days
12 local
community
members

100%
Cultural
Excursions
involved Elders
and local guides
on Cultural
Orientation Days
100%
Cultural
Excursions
involved Elders
and local guides
on Cultural
Orientation Days
100%
Cultural
Excursions
involved Elders
and local guides
on Cultural
Orientation Days
100%
Cultural
Excursions
involved Elders
and local guides
on Cultural
Orientation Days
12 local
community
members

COVID 19 did
impact
programming
March to June.
COVID 19 did
impact
programming
March to June.

COVID 19 did
impact
programming
March to June.

COVID 19 did
impact
programming
March to June.
COVID 19 did
impact
programming
March to June.
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Community
members
involved in 2nd
local Cultural
Orientation Day:
· 1 Elder
· 2 resource
people for
traditional
skills
· 1 cook
4 resource
people for
transportation

Community
members
involved in 2nd
local Cultural
Orientation Day:
· 1 Elder
· 2 resource
people for
traditional
skills
· 1 cook
4 resource people
for transportation

E3ES

4 local
community
members

E3SS

3 community
members

3 local
community
members

CPNS

MKS

5 community
members

IS

2 community
members

MS

5 community
members

HKS

4-5 community
members
Cultural

4 local
community
members

COVID 19 did
impact
programming
March to June.

5 local
community
members

COVID 19 did
impact
programming
March to June.

3 local
community
members
6 local
community
members
5 local
community
members

COVID 19 did
impact
programming
March to June.

COVID 19 did
impact
programming
March to June.
COVID 19 did
impact
programming
March to June.
COVID 19 did
impact
programming
March to June.
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Orientation Days
100% of school
staff.
AS

3 community
members

3 local
community
members

COVID 19 did
impact
programming
March to June.

Employing a Whole School Approach to Language Use
Employing a Whole-School Approach to Language Use takes steps to bridge a gap created
by colonization. Whole-School use of the language of the community sets educators along
the pathway to reconciliation, which begins with the recognition of the past and an
acknowledgement of the valuable gifts of language and culture.

The following table details the region’s approach to ensure that schools employ a Whole
School Approach to Language Use, and includes regional and school level performance
indicators and targets set for the upcoming school year, along with the achieved results, the
explanation for any difference between targets and results, noted areas of strength and
areas for development.
Assigned Assistant Superintendent, RILE and Indigenizing Coordinator
(0.5) will oversee the regional IL program implementation. All schools
will be visited and in-serviced.
Regional approach to
ensure that all schools
Employ a Whole School
Approach to Language
Use.
(Required in 2021)

Whole School Approach to language targets set in the BDDEC regional
strategic plan. 80% of students speaking 7 of the traditional greetings
of their home community. 100% of teachers will learn the 7 traditional
greetings by May 2020.

The BDDEC strategic plan encourages the use of ILE language for
instructors and students. The BDDEC strategic plan is also encouraging
parents to participate in the use of IL language(s). A target of 50% of
parents discussing their child’s language level has been set for 201920.
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Regional Performance Indicators

Regional
Targets

Achieved
Results

% of schools with Indigenous language
signage throughout the school.

100%

100%
100%

% of schools offering Indigenous
language training and support to all staff
members.

100%
100%

100%

100%

100%

% of schools with initiatives in place to
promote a Whole School Approach to
Language Use.

% of schools hosting activities and
events that promote, use and celebrate
Indigenous languages.

Areas of Strength for the region

Areas for Development for the region

Additional Comments for the region

Explanation for
difference

Students, staff and community members have
expressed an appreciation for schools’ focus on
implementing a whole school approach to language.
Morning circles in Tsiigehtchic and Ulukhaktok started
the day off with the entire school population
practicing Indigenous languages. All school
improvement plans set targets for language fluency
and percentage of staff and students speaking 7
traditional greetings.
The BDDEC strategic plan encourages the use of ILE
language for instructors and students. The Beaufort
Delta Divisional Education Council’s strategic plan
encouraged parents to participate in the use of IL
language(s). A target of 50% of parents/guardians
discussing their child’s language level has been set for
2019-20 however surveys were incomplete due to
COVID 19. BDDEC will continue with parent/guardian
surveys in 2020-21.
Despite COVID some schools have submitted OPA
data. In the fall of 2020 we will collect all outstanding
OPA data and report regional language indicators.
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School
Specific
Performa
nce
Indicator
s

School

CJS

Initiatives
in place to
promote a
Whole
School
Approach
to
Language
Use.

School Targets

Signage; Classroom
teachers go with students
to Gwich’in class;
Teachers use some
Gwich’in words in class
and sing song and count
number etc. in Gwich’in
as well continue themes
that are being learned in
Gwich’in class
Morning Language
Mentorship. Older
student paired with
younger student.
Every morning
100% of students
Curriculum planning:

CPNS

Monthly whole staff
working sessions to
identify the supporting
Gwich’in words/phrases
for the upcoming
monthly teaching plan
Our Languages
curriculum:
Whole school
conversational Gwich’in
practice as part of
morning routine

Teacher-led classroom
morning circles to teach
and reinforce Gwich’in
phrases being learned.

Achieved Results

Explanation for
difference

Signage; Classroom
teachers go with
students to Gwich’in
class; Teachers use
some Gwich’in words
in class and sing song
and count number
etc. in Gwich’in as
well continue themes
that are being learned
in Gwich’in class

COVID 19
impacted
efforts from
March-June
2020

ACHIEVED

Morning Language
Mentorship. Older
students paired with
younger students.
Every morning.
(Achieved)
100% of students
Curriculum planning:
Monthly whole staff
working sessions to
identify the
supporting Gwich’in
words/phrases for
the upcoming
monthly teaching
plan (Achieved)
Our Languages
curriculum:
Whole school
conversational
Gwich’in practice as
part of morning
routine (Achieved)

COVID 19
impacted
efforts from
March-June
2020

Teacher-led
classroom morning
circles to teach and
reinforce Gwich’in
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phrases being
learned. (Achieved)

E3ES

E3SS

ILE Handbook
Implementation; STIP
Action Plans – ILE
Templates; Grade Level
Meetings/Initiatives;
Indigenizing the School
Committee; Community
Involvement Committee

- Use of language apps on
purchased tablets
- Signage throughout the
school
- Posters with key words
and phrases in
classrooms
- Use of languages in
announcements
- Culture and Languages
PLC

MKS

TV in foyer supports ILE

IS

Whole School Approach
to language used. Signs
and rubric used. Displays
in school.

ILE Handbook
Implementation; STIP
Action Plans – ILE
Templates; Grade
Level
Meetings/Initiatives;
Indigenizing the
School Committee;
Community
Involvement
Committee
(Achieved)
- Use of language
apps on purchased
tablets (Ongoing)
- Signage throughout
the school (Achieved)
- Posters with key
words and phrases in
classrooms
(Achieved)
- Use of languages in
announcements
(Achieved)
- Culture and
Languages PLCs.
(Achieved)
TV in foyer supports
ILE (Achieved)
ILE Committee
established &
sessions for
Language/Culture
On-The-land
Programs

Whole School
Approach to language
used. Signs and rubric
used. Displays in
school. (Achieved)

COVID 19
impacted
efforts from
March-June
2020

COVID 19
impacted
efforts from
March-June
20202

COVID 19
impacted
efforts from
March-June
2020
COVID 19
impacted
efforts from
March-June
2020
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1.

MS

HKS

AS

ILE Action Plan

Language use in
all classrooms
2. Language use
during announcements
3. School signage
4. Community
involvement in
Cultural Committee
Meetings
Collaboration/ team
teaching

Morning Circle
100% of students
Weekly on the Land
excursions

Indigenous activities
in the classroom.
Signs & messages in
hallways and
classrooms.

ILE Action Plan

1. Language use
in all classrooms
2. Language use
during
announcements
3. School signage
4. Community
involvement in
Cultural Committee
Meetings
Collaboration/
team teaching
All 4 goals from
action plan for
2019 were
achieved at M.S.

Morning Circle
100% of students
Weekly on the Land
excursions
(Achieved)

Indigenous
activities in the
classroom. Signs &
messages in
hallways and
classrooms.
(Achieved)

COVID 19
impacted
efforts from
March-June
2020

Covid 19
impacted
efforts from
March-June
2020
Covid 19
impacted
efforts from
March-June
20202
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Indigenizing Teaching & Learning Practices
Indigenizing Teaching and Learning Practices involves bringing Indigenous teaching and
learning concepts into all aspects of education, including Indigenous worldviews and ways
of knowing, doing, being, and believing. Adopting teaching and learning practices that are
holistic, relational, spiral, and experiential are the initial shifts towards involves bringing
Indigenous teaching and learning concepts into all aspects of education.

The following table details the region’s approach to Indigenize Teaching & Learning
Practices, and includes regional and school level performance indicators and targets set for
the upcoming school year, along with the achieved results, the explanation for any
difference between targets and results, noted areas of strength and areas for development.
Regional approach to
ensure that schools and
teachers Indigenize
Teaching & Learning
Practices.
(required 2021)

Goal is for our Indigenizing Education Coordinator and Regional
Indigenous Language consultant (RILE) to visit all schools to ensure
Indigenizing programming is implemented at the school level on a
consistent basis.

Regional Performance Indicators

Regional
Targets
All teachers will
receive IL lessons at
staff meetings

Professional development goal(s)
related to developing Indigenizing
teaching and learning practices by
school.

BDDEC moodle with
Indigenizing units
made available to all
teachers. Support
from Indigenizing
Coordinator made
available to all
schools.
Implementation of
Inuuqatigiit & Dene
Kede curriculum is
to be on a consistent
weekly basis.
All teachers to

Achieved
Results

Explanation
for difference

BDDEC school staff
all received a
comprehensive list of
the standard
greetings in the
language and had
access to recordings
made by IlIs in the
region. Staffs
reported practicing
regularly at staff
meetings throughout
the year.
The cultural
repository in Moodle
which contains unit
and lesson plans that
are culturally
relevant and tied to
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receive ILE
handbook training
by May 2020

seasonal land based
activities was
revamped and
teachers were
trained on where to
find it and how to
use and adapt
content to their
needs.
8 of 9 schools have
received ILE
handbook training
and worked through
their action plans in
the 2019-2020
school year.

% of schools planning to implement
Indigenous Teaching and Learning
Practices.

Areas of Strength for the region

Areas for Development for the region

100%

Completion of
ILEH action plans
was affected by
the school shut
down due to
COVID-19 and
this also
prevented the
9th school from
receiving training
that was
scheduled for the
spring.

100%

The cultural lesson and unit repository in Moodle provides
innovative culture based lessons and unit plans that are linked to
the Dene Kede and Inuuqatigiit curricula for our teaching staff.
These lessons can be adapted and updated for a variety of grades
and contexts.
Many schools have linked long range plans to Dene Kede and
Inuuqatigiit themes and are integrating this material into lessons
regularly. There was a training session in the Fall orientation
centered on Indigenizing Education and there were 2 training
sessions for teachers in February which specifically focused on
Indigenizing teaching and learning practices and the completion
of unit studies focused on Key Cultural Experiences and seasonal
land based activities per region.

Many BDDEC schools have cultural calendars which are created
with Elders and community knowledge and aligned with seasonal
activities relevant to their regions. We are looking to standardize
this in all schools and the goal going forward will be training for
teachers to align long range plans and unit studies to the cultural
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calendars, matching essential learning targets and assessment to
the activities that guide student learning.

Additional Comments for the region
School Specific
Performance
Indicators

School

School Targets

Achieved Results

Relational

Use of Indigenous
mentor texts, regular
on the land
experiences; Elder
presentations
,teachings and
demonstrations

Explanation
for
difference

Relational

CJS

Use of Indigenous mentor
texts, regular on the land
experiences; Elder
presentations ,teachings
and demonstrations

Holistic

Type of Indigenizing
teaching and learning
practices focused on in
each school. (Spiral,
holistic, experiential
and/or relational).

CPNS

100% of teachers will
actively implement Dene
Kede through our whole
school approach to
Indigenizing our practice by
developing long range
plans that are based on
seasons and themes in the
Dene Kede

Relational

E3ES

O Canada; Indigenous
Greetings; Signage; On-TheLand Activities in the school
and outside of the school;
Grade level and individual
class proposals for cultural
activities

Goals
achieved up
to the school
closure due
to COVID 19

(Achieved)

Holistic

100% of teachers will
actively implement
Dene Kede through
our whole school
approach to
Indigenizing our
practice by developing
long range plans that
are based on seasons
and themes in the
Dene Kede. (Achieved)

Goals
achieved up
to the
school
closure due
to COVID 19

Relational

O Canada; Indigenous
Greetings; Signage;
On-The-Land Activities
in the school and
outside of the school;
Grade level and
individual class
proposals for cultural
activities (Achieved)

Goals
achieved up
to the school
closure due
to Covid 19
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E3SS

Experiential
- Use of Moodle repository
of cultural lesson and unit
plans
- Strong On the Land
Program
School-wide
approach to language
Use of both Dene
Kene and Inuuqatigiit
Curricula
Modeling language usage

Holistic

MKS

School wide approach to
strengthening our cultural
languages & traditions - ILI
providing cultural
materials to JK-12
classrooms. Teachers
involved with the
language. Television
scrolling both Gwich’in
and Inuvialuit Indigenous
languages for public to
view.

Relational

IS

MS

O Canada; Indigenous
Greetings; Signage;
Various grade level
cultural activities
including sewing and
artwork.

Spiral, Holistic,
Experiential &

Experiential
- Use of Moodle
repository of cultural
lesson and unit plans
- On the Land
Program (unitil March
2020)
- School-wide
approach to language.
(Recordings in First
Class shared with all
staff)
- Use of both Dene
Kene and Inuuqatigiit
Curricula (Ongoing)
Modeling language
usage (Achieved by IL
instructors at staff
meetings)

Goals
achieved up
to the school
closure due
to Covid 19

Holistic

School wide approach
to strengthening our
cultural languages &
traditions - ILI
providing cultural
materials to JK-12
classrooms. Teachers
involved with the
language. (Achieved)
Television scrolling
both Gwich’in and
Inuvialuit Indigenous
languages for public
to view. (Achieved)

Goals
achieved up
to the school
closure due
to Covid 19

Relational

O Canada;
Indigenous
Greetings; Signage;
Various grade level
cultural activities
including sewing
and artwork.
(Achieved)

Spiral, Holistic,
Experiential &

Goals
achieved up
to the school
closure due
to Covid 19

Goals
achieved up
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Relational
Elder’s in the
classroom, Outdoor
classes in school tent,
On-The-Land lessons,
Hands on activities,
Creating local
culturally relevant
resources, Whole
School Approach to
Language use,
Collaborate with local
committees

HKE

AS

Spiral, Holistic,
Experiential &
Relational

Cultural Calendar which
guides unit plans, lesson
plans.
Holistic, Experiential &
Relational
Indigenous activities in
the classroom
Signs & some messages
in IL
Elders in the classroom

Relational
to the school
Elder’s in the
closure due
classroom,
to Covid 19
Outdoor classes in
school tent, OnThe-Land lessons,
Hands on
activities, Creating
local culturally
relevant resources,
Whole School
Approach to
Language use,
Collaborate with
local committees.
(Achieved)
Spiral, Holistic,
Experiential &
Relational

Cultural Calendar
which guides unit
plans, lesson plans.
(Achieved)

Holistic,
Experiential &
Relational
Indigenous activities
in the classroom
Signs & some
messages in IL
Elders in the
classroom.
(Ongoing)

Goals
achieved up
to the school
closure due
to Covid 19

Goals
achieved up
to the school
closure due
to Covid 19
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Indigenizing Content for Curricula & Programming
Indigenizing education refers to adapting what is taught to where it is taught, emphasizing
that education needs to consider the history, culture and place of the original peoples when
delivering curricular content in the NWT. Indigenizing the content used in curricula and
programming can ensure that education is more relevant and authentic for learners.
The following table details the region’s plan to, and includes regional and school level
performance indicators and targets set for the upcoming school year, along with the
achieved results, the explanation for any difference between targets and results, noted
areas of strength and areas for development.
Regional plan to
Indigenize Content for
Curricula and
Programming
(Required in 2021)

Indigenizing Education is part of the BDDEC 2019-20 strategic plan. An
Indigenizing Coordinator will be added to support teachers and
schools across the district.

Regional Performance Indicators

Regional
Targets
Unit Plans that
include Dene
Kede and/or
Innuuqatgiit
curriculum.
Checked by
principals.

Type of actions taken to ensure that
teachers are actively implementing
Dene Kede & Inuuqatigiit.

School visits
and support
from RILE,
Indigenizing
Coordinator
ongoing
throughout
2019-20.

IL committee
formed at all
schools to

Achieved
Results

Explanation for
difference

Unit plans
created and
checked by
school
principals
School visits
completed in 8
of the 9
Schools by
03/2020. The
9th school visit
was cancelled
as it was set to
occur in March.

All March to June 2020
school visits were cancelled.

IL Committees
were created
and held
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% of schools focused on Indigenizing
content for curricula and programming.

Areas of Strength for the region

review how
Indigenizing
practices can
be improved
upon. Will
report to
BDDEC
coordinators
and school
principal

regular
meetings.

IL committees
will be given
time present at
staff meetings.

IL committees
presented at
staff meetings.

IL committees
will be cultural
leads

IL committees
were cultural
leads

100%

100%

Newly added Indigenizing Consultant has visited
schools supporting teachers directly with their
implementation of Dene Kede and Innuqatgiit
curriculums as well as integrating seasonal activities
and land based learning into regular classroom
instruction. There was an increased emphasis on
teaching essential learning skills through cultural
knowledge that is relevant and authentic to learners
in the region. School site visits were coordinated with
RILE Consultant to work along side Indigenizing
Consultant where need be over the school year.
There was a pilot project in 2 schools which saw the
creation and implementation of integrated unit
studies centered on key cultural experiences that
included authentic assessment, direct links to the
Dene Kede and Inuuqatigiit, and collaboration
between classroom teachers and ILIS and community
resource people (Elders and harvesters). These pilots
were very successful and will be available to all
schools through the cultural Moodle course.
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Areas for Development for the region

Additional Comments for the region

Going forward, BDDEC will be focused on increasing
targeted training and support for teachers and staff to
collaborate on the integration of the Dene Kede and
Inuuqatigiit curriculums in regular classroom
teaching. The Moodle repository of lesson and unit
plans will be a source of support as well as training
opportunities through ECE and consultant school
visits.

The partnership with both the Indigenizing/RILE
Consultants has been very advantageous with support
to the Indigenizing Language & Culture, Education
platform.
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School Specific
Performance
Indicators

School

Achieved
Results

CJS

100%

100%

E3ES

100%

98%

E3SS

100%

96%

MKS

100%

95%

IS

100%

100%

MS

100%

98%

HKE

100%

100%

AS

100%

97%

CPNS

% of teachers who are
actively indigenizing
content for curricula
and programming.

School Targets

100%

100%

Explanation for
difference

Some new staff still developing
programming to ensure content
is as Indigenized as possible.
Some new staff still developing
programming to ensure content
is as Indigenized as possible.
Some new staff still developing
programming to ensure content
is as Indigenized as possible.

Some new staff still developing
programming to ensure content
is as Indigenized as possible.

Some new staff still developing
programming to ensure content
is as Indigenized as possible.
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Offering Key Cultural Experiences
Offering Key Cultural Experiences is the backbone to Indigenous education. Students learn
best by doing. Key cultural experiences are authentic and relevant activities, which provide
learning experiences that reflect, validate, and promote the worldviews, culture and
languages of the Indigenous peoples of the NWT.
The following table details the region’s approach to offer key cultural experiences and
includes regional and school level performance indicators and targets set for the upcoming
school year, along with the achieved results, the explanation for any difference between
targets and results, noted areas of strength and areas for development.

Regional approach to
offer key cultural
experiences

All students will have the opportunity to participate in authentic key
cultural activities. BDDEC target of 80% of students participating in at
least 4 cultural activities.

Regional Performance Indicators
% of schools with On-the-Land Key
Cultural Experiences for students.
% of schools with Key Cultural
Experiences that include full staff
participation.

Areas of Strength for the region

Regional
Targets

Achieved
Results

Explanation for
difference

100%

100%

COVID 19 cancelled spring
cultural experiences

100%

91%

COVID 19 cancelled spring
cultural experiences

BDDEC schools have done an excellent job of ensuring that all
students have regular opportunities to attend key cultural
experiences, both on the land and within the school. These
experiences range from harvesting, trapping, and learning about
the local environment on the land, to feasts, traditional games,
and Elder visits. BDDEC schools have begun to ensure that
essential learning targets are integrated within these experiences
and that they compliment and enhance classroom instruction.
The ILE committees and SIP/ Action Plans are seminal in the
organization and planning of these KCEs.
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Areas for Development for the region

Additional Comments for the region
School Specific
Performance Indicators

Although we have successfully met most of the targets in this
area--we continue to strive to ensure that classroom instruction
and learning are integrated with the KCEs that students are
participating in, there is more work to be done in this area.
Cultural calendars, cultural lesson and unit plans, and
collaboration between the ILE teams, classroom teachers and ILIs
will certainly strengthen the impact of our KCEs on student
learning.

The role of RILE/Indigenizing Consultants compliment
each other with ensuring the BDDEC regional schools are
developing and proactively seeking support to strengthen
their school KCE program delivery.

School

School Targets

Achieved Results

CJS

A minimum of three
cultural experiences
per grade per year

Three cultural experiences
per grade until March
2020.

Four main key cultural
activities/year
occurring a minimum

Frequency of relevant and
authentic key culture
experiences.
(grade(s)/daily or weekly or
monthly etc.)

of three cultural
experiences per
grade per year at least
once each quarter

CPNS

JK-G3:
· Harvesting
camps (snaring,
medicinal
plants, berry
harvesting)
· Dene laws
· Community
cultural
celebrations
· Sewing
· Survival skills
G4-G9:
· Harvesting
camps (fishing,
trapping,
snaring,
medicinal
plants, berry
harvesting)

Four main key cultural
activities/year three cultural
experiences per grade per year at
least once each quarter

JK-G3:
· Harvesting camps
(snaring, medicinal
plants, berry
harvesting)
· Dene laws
· Community cultural
celebrations
· Sewing
· Survival skills

G4-G9:
· Harvesting camps
(fishing, trapping,
snaring, medicinal
plants, berry
harvesting)
· Dene laws
· Community cultural
celebrations
· Traditional sports &
Dene games
· Meat preparation
· Sewing

Explanation
for difference
COVID 19
cancelled
spring cultural
experiences

COVID 19
cancelled
spring cultural
experiences
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·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

E3ES

Dene laws
Community
cultural
celebrations
Traditional
sports & Dene
games
Meat
preparation
Sewing
Survival skills
Camp
preparation
Canoe trip
Hunting trip

JK/K to Grade Six
– at least
once/month

·
·
·
·

Survival skills
Camp preparation
Canoe trip
Hunting trip

JK/K to Grade Six – at
least once/month
(Achieved until March
2020)

COVID 19
cancelled
spring cultural
experiences

COVID 19
cancelled
spring cultural
experiences

7-12/3x a week
(Achieved until March
2020)

E3SS

7-12/3x a week

MKS

A minimum of four
cultural experiences
per grade per year

Three cultural experiences
per grade per year
(Achieved until March
2020)

JK/K to Grade Six – at
least 3 times/month

JK/K to Grade Six – at least
3 times/month (Achieved
until March 2020)

IS
MS
HKE

JK-12
Quarterly

Weekly
ALL grades

JK-12
Q1-Q3 achieved.
Weekly
ALL grades

COVID 19
cancelled
spring cultural
experiences

COVID 19
cancelled
spring cultural
experiences
COVID 19
cancelled
spring cultural
experiences

COVID 19
cancelled spring
cultural
experiences.
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AS
CJS

Weekly
All grades

Quarterly Camps all u 17 camps in total for the
Grades
year. All grades

Four main key

cultural
activities/year
occurring at least
once each quarter

CPNS
Type of Key Cultural
Experiences provided

JK-G3:
· Harvesting
camps
(snaring,
medicinal
plants, berry
harvesting)
· Dene laws
· Community
cultural
celebrations
· Sewing
· Survival skills
G4-G9:
Harvesting camps
(fishing, trapping,
snaring, medicinal

E3ES

Weekly
All grades

Moose Meat Cutting
(JK-6)
Student Donation of
Moose Stomach Lace
for Drying & Eating
Inuvialuit Learning
History Project
(Grades 5 & 6)
Grade 5 Dry Meat
Making
JK/K Grade 3 Nature
Walks with Elders
Grade 1-6: RCMP
History of Inuvialuit
Rangers

COVID 19
cancelled spring
cultural
experiences.
COVID 19
cancelled spring
cultural
experiences.

Key cultural

activities/year occurred at
least once each quarter
(Q1-Q3)

JK-G3:
· Harvesting camps
(snaring, medicinal
plants, berry
harvesting)
· Dene laws
· Community cultural
celebrations
· Sewing
· Survival skills

COVID 19
cancelled
spring cultural
experiences.
(Q4)

Moose Meat Cutting (JK-6)
Student Donation of
Moose Stomach Lace for
Drying & Eating
Inuvialuit Learning
History Project (Grades 5
& 6)
Grade 5 Dry Meat Making
JK/K Grade 3 Nature
Walks with Elders
Grade 1-6: RCMP History
of Inuvialuit Rangers
Grades 3&4 Fish Patties
with Elder
JK/K to Grade 3: Making &

COVID 19
cancelled
spring cultural
experiences

G4-G9:
Harvesting camps (fishing,
trapping, snaring,
medicinal
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Grades 3&4 Fish
Patties with Elder
JK/K to Grade 3:
Making & Setting
Rabbit Snares
Grade 5: OTL
Trapping Program

E3SS

MKS

IS

MS

HKE

OTL program
Feasts
Community Sports
Northern Dene
Games Summit
Traditional Games
Teams and Clubs

At least once a
semester
Crafts, sewing,
art, cooking, OTL
activities,
storytelling
Family Game
Night
OTL program
Feasts
Community Sports

OTL Excursions,
Storytelling,
Culturally
focused CTS
classes, Cultural
Exchanges,
Crafts/Sewing,
Cooking

Setting Rabbit Snares
Grade 5: OTL Trapping
Program

OTL program
Feasts
Community Sports
Northern Dene Games
Summit
Traditional Games Teams
and Clubs

At least once a semester
Crafts, sewing, art,
cooking, OTL activities,
storytelling
Family Game Night

OTL program
Feasts
Community Sports

OTL Excursions,
Storytelling,
Culturally focused
CTS classes, Cultural
Exchanges, Crafts/
Sewing,
Cooking

Ice Gathering for Elders
Ice Gathering for Elders
Hide Preparations and Meat - Hide Preparations and Meat
preparation/delivery
preparation/delivery
- Igloo Building
- Igloo Building
- Art
- Art
Discovery with Elders
Discovery with Elders
- Cultural Walk
- Cultural Walk
kshuk Teaching and Stories Inukshuk Teaching and Stories

COVID 19
cancelled
spring cultural
experiences
COVID 19
cancelled
spring cultural
experiences
COVID 19
cancelled
spring cultural
experiences
COVID 19
cancelled
spring cultural
experiences
COVID 19
cancelled
spring cultural
experiences
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Edible/Medicinal Plant
Gathering
- Fall Language Camp
Spring Language Camp
apping and Fur Preparation
- Traditional Foods
- Cultural Sewing

AS

CJS

CPNS

% of students and staff
participating in whole school
key cultural experiences onthe-land.

E3ES
E3SS
MKS
IS

Traditional
Cooking
Guiding
Story Telling
Elder’s Feast
Yard sales
Cultural Nights
All grades

60%

100%

100%

dible/Medicinal Plant Gathering
- Fall Language Camp
pring Language Camp(Cancelled)
Trapping and Fur Preparation
- Traditional Foods
- Cultural Sewing

Traditional Cooking
Guiding
Story Telling
Elder’s Feast
Yard sales
Cultural Nights
All grades

60%

100%

100%

25% students
40% staff

25% students
40% staff

75%

75%

100%

100%

COVID 19
cancelled
spring cultural
experiences
COVID 19
cancelled
spring cultural
experiences
COVID 19
cancelled
spring cultural
experiences
COVID 19
cancelled
spring cultural
experiences
COVID 19
cancelled
spring cultural
experiences
COVID 19
cancelled
spring cultural
experiences
COVID 19
cancelled
spring cultural
experiences
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MS

HKE
AS
CJS
CPNS

% of schools that involve
community members who
are not a part of regular
school staff.

E3ES
E3SS
MKS
IS

100% participating
in one wholeschool activity

100%
80%
100%
100%

100%
100%
100%
100%

100% participating in
one whole school
activity. Grades JK-7
complete 8-12 were
to take place in
spring.

COVID 19
cancelled
spring cultural
experiences

80% until March
2020

COVID 19
cancelled
spring cultural
experiences

100% of staff and
students participated
until March 2020

100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

COVID 19
cancelled
spring cultural
experiences

COVID 19
cancelled
spring cultural
experiences
COVID 19
cancelled
spring cultural
experiences
COVID 19
cancelled
spring cultural
experiences
COVID 19
cancelled
spring cultural
experiences
COVID 19
cancelled
spring cultural
experiences
COVID 19
cancelled
spring cultural
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experiences

MS
HKE
AS

100%

100%
100%

100%
100%
100%

COVID 19
cancelled
spring cultural
experiences
COVID 19
cancelled
spring cultural
experiences
COVID 19
cancelled
spring cultural
experiences

Teaching and Learning Centres (TLCs)
TLCs provide support to Indigenous language instruction including the development and
production of Indigenous language resources that support the delivery of the Our
Languages curriculum, and training and development for Indigenous language instructors.
The following table details the region’s approach to support the delivery of the Our
Languages curriculum through the TLC, and includes regional performance indicators and
targets set for the upcoming school year, along with the achieved results, the explanation
for any difference between targets and results, noted areas of strength and areas for
development.

Regional approach to
support the delivery of
the Our Languages
curriculum through the
TLC.

Begin developing resources to support OLC. All IL instructors will be
provided with classroom kits to support OLC.
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Regional Performance Indicators

Type of Indigenous language resources
being developed to support OLC.

Number of staff receiving training and
support for development of Indigenous
language resources.

Areas of Strength for the region

Areas for Development for the region

Regional
Targets

2 story books
created per
school

All IL instructors
will be provided
with classroom
kits to support
OLC.

100%

Achieved
Results

Explanation for
difference

2 story
books
created per
school
(Incomplete
still
ongoing)

Covid 19 delayed completion
of story books. Will be
completed early fall of 2020.

Kits
provided to
schools.
New felt
boards and
laptops
given to IL
Instructors.

100%

District in-services August and February PD days staff
received training on Indigenous language resources and
cultural teachings. IL instructors were provided new
laptops and portable hard drives to support the collection
of OPA data. Despite COVID 19 schools were actively
engaged in the collection of OPA data prior. The district
continues to include emergent level target(s) as part of the
strategic plan.
A graphic novel is being created with an elder originally
from Tuktoyaktuk. The novel will be produced in
Inuvialuktun, Gwich’in initially and eventually in
Inuinnaqtun.

Language fluency of instructors is still developing. IL
instructors are actively engaged in professional
development opportunities. Many IL Instructors work with
an Elder who visits their classroom on a regular basis.
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Additional Comments for the region

As the need for fluent IL Instructors is hard pressed
the urgency of retention and training is a priority as
our pool of Elders as a resource becomes less over the
years. Need to look at a Language Revitalization plan
to support current IL Instructors especially for those
that are aging out. Next 5 years will be critical for
seeking out fluent IL speakers in both Gwich’in and
Inuvialuktun.

Community Support
Community support funding is offered to support Indigenous language revitalization by
supporting the hiring of cultural resource experts for short term projects, the
purchase/renting of on-the-land equipment and supplies, and/or the provision of
Indigenous language and education professional development within communities.

The following table details the amount of allocated, budgeted and actual funding spent on
Community Support, and the explanation for any variance between each.
Community
Name

Allocated

($)

Budgeted
($)

Explanation
for Difference
(if applicable)

Actual
($)

Aklavik

$18,546

$18,546

$0

Fort
McPherson

$19,068

$19,068

S14,578.28

$19,900

$19,900

$7,414.00

Ulukhaktok
Inuvik – E3SS
Inuvik – E3ES

$38,482

$38,482

$8,882.41
$8,423.20

Project(s)
supported

Explanation for
Difference
(if applicable)

Spring camp
planned for April
2020 cancelled
due to COVID 19.
Funds will be
rolled over for
2020-21.

Funds rolled over
due to COVID 19
Funds rolled over
due to COVID 19
Funds rolled over
due to COVID 19
Funds rolled over
due to COVID 19
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Paulatuk

$17,206

$17,206

$8,882.63

Sachs Harbour

$15,082

$15,082

$1,299.80

Tsiigehtchic

$15,208

$15,208

$4,896.15

$24,318

$24,318

$2,629.96

$167,808

$167,808

$42,851.35

Tuktoyaktuk

TOTAL

Funds rolled over
due to COVID 19
Funds rolled over
due to COVID 19
Funds rolled over
due to COVID 19
Funds rolled over
due to COVID 19
Funds rolled over
due to COVID 19
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Appendix B: Operating Plan - Operating Budget
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Appendix C: Annual Report - Audited Financial
Statements
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Approvals
Operating Plan
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Education Body Chair
September 28th, 2020
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Superintendent
September 28, 2020
Date
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